Nancy Hamilton Consulting
Lake Oswego Parks Bond Final Report
Executive Summary
During June 2019, we conducted a handful of outreach events in an effort to get feedback
from Lake Oswego residents about how they would like to prioritize 13 different projects that
could be funded with the $30M in Parks bond money that was just approved by Lake Oswego
voters. Below please find the results from that effort. And, note that there are some frontrunner projects in each survey that remain relatively static across outreach efforts, while others
scored better with different demographics. We have also provided an appendix with unedited
results from the online survey and from the comment cards we collected throughout the
process.
All that said, in conversations and in written feedback, we saw mostly the same priorities (see
below) but we also received quite a number of people asking if the city could combine facilities
to save money or make facilities more multi-use. The location of various projects impacted
support in some cases. Costs of ongoing maintenance was a recurring concern. And, while it
didn’t make it to the comment cards or top five, in conversations with participants in all the inperson activities, lots of people noted that land acquisition was important, as was adequate
parking for whatever projects ultimately get funded.
Some feedback came from small but passionate groups of people, including the tennis center,
the Rowing Club, little leaguers and the pickleball enthusiasts. Questions about details that
aren’t known yet also impacted some priorities in what we heard from participants and saw on
some of the written comments. Finally, there continued to be a tug-of-war between those who
wanted to spread the bond money across a lot of things vs those who wanted to double down
on just a few things.
Overall, the Lake Oswego community was grateful to be asked for its input at this juncture in
the process and excited that there will be more resources to improve a great parks program.
The extensive feedback provided in this report will help the City of Lake Oswego make
informed decisions.
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Pop-up Public Outreach Events

Two pop-up public outreach activities were conducted. The first one occurred at the Lake
Oswego Public Library and the second one at the Lake Oswego Farmers’ Market. At the popup events, the public was asked to select the top five projects they would like to see funded by
the Lake Oswego Parks Bond. There were informational boards and handouts describing the
13 possible projects, which were selected from the most recent Capital Improvement Plan.
Each participant was given five beans to drop into jars labelled with each project name to
“vote” for their top priority projects. The beans in each respective jar were counted at the end
of the pop-up event and projects were ranked by the number of “votes” they received. The
results from both pop-ups are listed below. Comment card responses from the pop-up events
are included in the appendix of this report. Flyers were handed out at the pop-up events
advertising the online survey and community forum.
Pop-up 1, Lake Oswego Library, June 12, 2019 (125 respondents)

The respondents in this group tended to be mostly parents with young kids or senior citizens,
which is perhaps why the Adult Community Center scored higher here than it did overall.
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Pop-up 1 Project Rankings:

1. Recreational Swimming Pool (100 respondents)
2. Trails Development (66 respondents)
3. Land Acquisition/Natural Areas and Parks (62 respondents)
4. Adult Community Center Remodel (60 respondents)
5. Recreation Center (58 respondents)
6. Tryon Cover Park (47 respondents)
7. Luscher Farms Master Plan Implementation (43 respondents)
8. Park Structures Replacement (39 respondents)
9. Athletic Fields (36 respondents)
10. Skate Park/Bike Skills Park (31 respondents)
11. Tennis Center (31 respondents)
12. Municipal Golf Course (29 respondents)
13. Bryant Woods/Canal Acres/River Run 1&2 (24 respondents)
Pop-up 2, Lake Oswego Farmers’ Market, June 15, 2019 (424 respondents)

The respondents at the Farmers’ Market represented a pretty broad cross-section of LO
residents – older people, younger people, families, couples, etc.
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Pop-up 2 Project Rankings:

1. Recreational Swimming Pool (307 respondents)
2. Trails Development (267 respondents)
3. Land Acquisition/Natural Areas and Parks (215 respondents)
4. Tryon Cove Park (208 respondents)
5. Recreation Center (176 respondents)
6. Municipal Golf Course (159 respondents)
7. Luscher Farms Master Plan Implementation (155 respondents)
8. Athletic Fields (129 respondents)
9. Bryant Woods/Canal Acres/River Run 1&2 (124 respondents)
10. Adult Community Center Remodel (120 respondents)
11. Skate Park/Bike Skills Park (107 respondents)
12. Park Structures Replacement (96 respondents)
13. Tennis Center (56 respondents)
Online Survey Outreach

An online survey was open to respondents from June 12 – June 21, 2019 and was available on
the Lake Oswego city website and on Nextdoor. The survey details were also available on
flyers handed out at the two pop-up events and in various locations around Lake Oswego, as
well as noted in the Lake Oswego Review. The survey asked participants to prioritize the
thirteen possible projects outlined in the Capital Investment Plan, with the top ranking (#1)
being the project they would most like Lake Oswego Park Bond to fund and the lowest ranking
(#13) as the lowest priority project. The ranking results are as follows:
Online Survey (705 respondents) – Top Projects*:

1. Athletic Fields
2. Recreational Swimming Pool
3. Recreation Center
4. Park Structures Replacement
5. Trails Development
6. Land Acquisition/Natural Areas and Parks
7. Luscher Farm Master Plan Implementation
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8. Bryant Woods/Canal Acres/River Run 1&2
9. Municipal Golf Course
10. Tennis Center
11. Tryon Cove Park
12. Adult Community Center Remodel
13. Skate Park/Bike Skills Park
The online survey also asked questions like whether participants planned to attend the
community forum, and whether they participated in the previous phone survey conducted by
Lake Oswego Parks and Recreation in November 2018. Finally, it provided an opportunity for
residents to provide additional comments. Contact information was also collected as part of
the survey. The full survey results can be found in the appendix of this report.
*The Top Projects were calculated by Survey Monkey by averaging the individual rankings for
each of the 13 project choices, then assigning the project with the highest average as the
number one ranked project, followed by the number two project, etc.
Community Forum

A community forum was held on June 20, 2019 at the City Maintenance Center, with 51
community members in attendance. The full presentation from the forum is included in the
appendix of this report. The goals of the forum were to:
•

Provide an overview of possible bond-funded projects

•

Outline additional possible sources of funding

•

Answer community member questions

•

Engage attendees with an interactive exercise

•

Discuss outcomes and next steps

The community forum attendees – as with most outreach that requires people to take time
from their lives to show up and be engaged for a long period of time – was comprised of
more residents with strong opinions about potential projects. From the kids from the Pacers
Youth Baseball team to the residents who are invested in the tennis center to the Rowing
Club contingent to the Pickleball enthusiasts, this group was more entrenched around one
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issue or another than the participants we heard from generally. And, except for the baseball
playing Pacers, the group tended to skew older. And, almost everyone who attended this
forum reported that they had also taken the online survey. These results should be taken
with that context in mind.

The interactive exercise asked attendees to place pieces of paper representing the projects
they would most like the Lake Oswego Parks Bond to fund on a sheet of paper representing the
full bond amount of $30 million. Each piece of paper was sized differently depending on how
much money the project it represented would cost. For example, a $5 million project was
represented by a piece of paper 5 inches tall, and a $1 million project was be represented by a
piece of paper 1 inch tall. Participants had to work in groups to organize the projects of their
choice to fit within the total $30 million bond value. Photos from the exercise are included in
the appendix of this report. The projects that garnered the most support during the interactive
exercise were ranked as follows:
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Community Forum Interactive Exercise (51 respondents) – Top 5 Projects**

1. Athletic Fields (Tie for 1 & 2)
2. Tennis Center (Tie for 1 & 2)
3. Adult Community Center Remodel
4. Land Acquisition/Natural Areas and Parks (Tie for 4, 5, & 6)
5. Park Structures Replacement (Tie for 4, 5, & 6)
6. Recreation Center (Tie for 4, 5, & 6)
**Top 5 Projects from the Community Forum were determined by the frequency with which
projects were chosen to be funded by the LO Parks Bond during the interactive exercise.
Conclusions

The following results outline the top 5 projects from each outreach event, as well as the top 5
projects across outreach efforts.
Pop-Up 1, LO Library (125 respondents) – Top 5 Projects:

1. Recreational Swimming Pool (100 respondents)
2. Trails Development (66 respondents)
3. Land Acquisition/Natural Areas and Parks (62 respondents)
4. Adult Community Center Remodel (60 respondents)
5. Recreation Center (58 respondents)
Pop-Up 2, LO Farmers’ Market (424 respondents) – Top 5 Projects:

1. Recreational Swimming Pool (307 respondents)
2. Trails Development (267 respondents)
3. Land Acquisition/Natural Areas and Parks (215 respondents)
4. Tryon Cove Park (208 respondents)
5. Recreation Center (176 respondents)
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Online Survey (705 respondents) – Top 5 Projects*:

1. Athletic Fields
2. Recreational Swimming Pool
3. Recreation Center
4. Park Structures Replacement
5. Trails Development
*The Top 5 were calculated by Survey Monkey by averaging the individual rankings for each of
the 13 project choices, then assigning the project with the highest average as the number one
ranked project, followed by the number two project, etc.
Community Forum Interactive Exercise (51 respondents) – Top 5 Projects**

1. Athletic Fields (Tie for 1 & 2)
2. Tennis Center (Tie for 1 & 2)
3. Adult Community Center Remodel
4. Land Acquisition/Natural Areas and Parks (Tie for 4, 5, & 6)
5. Park Structures Replacement (Tie for 4, 5, & 6)
6. Recreation Center (Tie for 4, 5, & 6)
**Top 5 Projects from the Community Forum were determined by the frequency with which
projects were chosen to be funded by the LO Parks Bond during the interactive exercise.
Project Ranking Across all Outreach***:

1. Recreational Swimming Pool
2. Athletic Fields
3. Trails Development
4. Recreation Center
5. Land Acquisition/Natural Areas and Parks
6. Park Structures Replacement
7. Tryon Cove Park
8. Adult Community Center Remodel
9. Tennis Center
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***Project ranking across all outreach was determined by weighting the rankings from outreach
that had more individual respondents more heavily than outreach that had fewer respondents.
In order to determine ranking weights, the total of all respondents from each outreach effort
were added and divided by total respondents from all outreach activities to determine a
percentage weighting of each outreach effort.
Some highlights from comments from participants overall:

•

I feel LO should first update existing properties and add items that impact the most
residents as well as implement existing Master Plans. I don't think we should build a rec
center (we failed with buying that other building). For a pool, let's work with the school
district and renovate that pool.

•

I just found out we are losing the baseball& Softball fields at LJHS. We don't have
enough baseball fields as is and now we are losing these. There absolutely needs to be
a plan to address this. As it is, the north side of town already has better facilities. We
need more facilities and parity for all users -- PYB and LOLL.

•

Instead of spending funds on new projects, set aside this money to maintain our
existing buildings and not just replace the building.

•

Lake Oswego Community Rowing – Replace worn deck that has been deferred due to
lack of funds; Add dock on north side of ramp to increase use for rowers and and other
water enthusiasts. Ensure space for LOCR @ new center for indoor rowing to serve
150+ rowers (youth & adults).

•

New Community Center for classes – exercise classes, etc. PLEASE put it in a central
location, NOT at the Golf Course! We don’t really need a dedicated community center
–

•

just put classes where everyone can get to them. Not in a remote location.

I would like to see drainage improvements to the existing golf course layout. Have no
interest in using a course with less than 18 holes!

•

Trails to link to Tualatin and improve trails for biking and walking; having trails to link to
Tualatin over Tualatin River opens to common shopping areas and leverages existing
trails.

•

I think we need to complete the projects we have started i.e. Iron Mt. Park.
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•

Acquiring natural areas, such as the Hallinan Woods expansion, should be prioritized
because these opportunities will be gone by the time the next Parks Bond comes up. A
warm-water community swimming pool would truly serve all ages, from infants to the
elderly. Walking and cycling trails, especially separate from roads, are crucial for
promoting connectivity and decreased reliance on vehicles. The Parks and Rec dept
needs a permanent home for its programming.

•

Save the baseball and softball fields in Lake Oswego. There are not enough as it is and
we CANNOT afford to lose 2 softball fields to a new swimming pool at Lakeridge
Middle School.

•

The golf course with some improvements such as drainage works well for the
community as it is and has been called a gem by many. I do not think it should be
change to a nine-hole course. I think a Parks and Rec Facility would be better placed in
another location. So far I have not had one person I have talked with about this want to
change the golf course, so listen to the people who use the course.

•

POOL POOL POOL. This is a great investment for all ages in the community, especially
those with mobility issues. Also a community center would be invaluable. We need a
central location for classes. I have no desire to keep the golf course the way it is. Rather
use the land for a tax revenue producing purpose.

•

The tennis community has been asking for updates to the tennis center for the years!!!
And every time we get pushed to the side and told that we are not vocal enough so we
don’t get any improvements. The tennis center is the only self funding program — and
yet we don’t get any benefits. Please fund the tennis center improvements!!!

•

If you do build a new recreation center please locate it in a central location so all
residents can enjoy it; NOT out by the golf course which appeals to only a few
residents. I live in the Westlake area and when classes were at Palisades very few
people attended; now that they are at the adult community center and Christ Church
my classes are full; LOCATION, LOCATION, LOCATION .

•

You should complete the deferred maintenance on the Lake Oswego boathouse, as well
as the dock expansion. The $150,000 needed to complete these projects is only a small
portion of the overall bond and would provide benefits to a good portion of the
community. The rowing program provides wonderful opportunities for middle and high
schoolers, as well as master rowers. Lake Oswego could have a bigger presence
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in the local rowing community if the boathouse received its maintenance and the dock
expansion project was completed. Rowing provides many opportunities for high
schoolers to contend for scholarships in college and gives them access to a structured
sport and a great community. Losing the boathouse because much needed
maintenance was not completed would be a big loss to the community.
•

I actually don't understand why we passed a bond measure before identifying priorities
to be funded. Let's maintain and upgrade what we have plus add trails and fields to
serve the greatest number of residents. Let's not make Master Plans for projects that we
can't pay for.

•

Our kids need baseball, soccer, football, and softball fields. Everything else is
secondary. Also, to put a pool on prime, flat land is a total waste of said land. Palisades
is a much better site for this community pool. It isn't used for anything except district
offices and after care. DO NOT TAKE AWAY OUR KIDS BASEBALL/SOFTBALL/
FOOTBALL/SOCCER FIELDS!
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Lake Oswego Parks Bond Project - Community Input

Q1 Below please find 13 projects that were identified in the CIP noted
above. Please take some time to read about each project and then
prioritize them, with the top ranking (#1) being the project you would most
like Lake Oswego Parks Bond to fund and #13 as the lowest priority
project.
Answered: 705

Skipped: 4

Adult
Community...
Athletic
Fields: Plan...
Bryant Woods /
Canal Acres ...
Land
Acquisition ...
Luscher Farm
Master Plan...
Municipal Golf
Course: Revi...
Park
Structures...
Recreation
Center: Plan...
Skate Park /
Bike Skills...
Recreational
Swimming Poo...
Tennis Center:
Remodel the...
Tryon Cove
Park: Plan a...
Trails
Development:...
0
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1 / 29
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Lake Oswego Parks Bond Project - Community Input

Q2 Do you plan to attend (or did you attend) the Community Forum at the
Maintenance Center on June 20th, 6:00pm – 8:30pm?
Answered: 632

Skipped: 77
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Q3 In November 2018, did you participate in the online survey about Lake
Oswego Parks and Recreation services and priorities?
Answered: 626

Skipped: 83
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Q4 In November 2018, did you participate in the telephone survey about
Lake Oswego Parks and Recreation services and priorities?
Answered: 623

Skipped: 86
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Q5 If you did complete a November 2018 survey, how would you
currently describe your project priorities?
Answered: 606

Skipped: 103
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Q6 Do you live in Lake Oswego?
Answered: 634

Skipped: 75
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Lake Oswego Parks Bond Project - Community Input

Q7 As we develop a list of recommendations for the City Council, what
else should we know? Please be as specific as possible. Thank you.
Answered: 401

Skipped: 308
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Q7 As we develop a list of recommendations for the City Council, what
else should we know? Please be as specific as possible. Thank you.
Answered: 401

Skipped: 308

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Locations for new land acquisition

6/21/2019 11:56 PM

2

Acquiring natural areas, such as the Hallinan Woods expansion, should be prioritized because
these opportunities will be gone by the time the next Parks Bond comes up. A warm-water
community swimming pool would truly serve all ages, from infants to the elderly. Walking and
cycling trails, especially separate from roads, are crucial for promoting connectivity and decreased
reliance on vehicles. The Parks and Rec dept needs a permanent home for its programming.

6/21/2019 11:35 PM

3

I would like to see Lake Oswego use the $30M to have a significant wow development that
enhance the growth of sports for all ages. The red center will serve many aspects of different
sports and programs.

6/21/2019 11:21 PM

4

Save the baseball and softball fields in Lake Oswego. There are not enough as it is and we
CANNOT afford to lose 2 softball fields to a new swimming pool at Lakeridge Middle School.

6/21/2019 6:49 PM

5

there is a giant dearth of athletic fields in. LO. Specifically baseball and softball but also soccer,
tennis etc. We need more fields!!!

6/21/2019 6:47 PM

6

The golf course with some improvements such as drainage works well for the community as it is
and has been called a gem by many. I do not think it should be change to a nine hole course. I
think a Parks and Rec Facility would be better placed in another location. So far I have not had
one person I have talked with about this want to change the golf course, so listen to the people
who use the course.

6/21/2019 6:38 PM

7

Acquisition of the Hallinan Nature Park expansion is a top priority for land acquisition.

6/21/2019 6:24 PM

8

As a city, we have a growing volume of young kids, who need outdoor spaces to thrive and grow.
Let’s not let this population of kids fester in entitlement, let’s get them outside and active in the
community.

6/21/2019 6:22 PM

9

Considering renting apt in LO

6/21/2019 6:17 PM

10

Combine the pool and rec center

6/21/2019 6:17 PM

11

I would like to see the creation of a Nature Park in the Hallinan neighborhood with the purchase of
the property on Yates street.

6/21/2019 5:19 PM

12

I thought the bond was related to maintenance and acquiring additional open space. Where did a
new Community Center and Swimming pool come from? Were the voters mislead?

6/21/2019 4:13 PM

13

Please do not take out the softball fields at Lakeridge Junior for a pool. The girls need field space
we have a top notch softball org. We believe you can build the pool and not take out our softball
fields.

6/21/2019 2:29 PM

14

Things like the bike skills, tennis center and golf course should have low priority as they are only
used by participants of one activity. Those people who use them also have private clubs and other
venues as options.

6/21/2019 1:43 PM

15

POOL POOL POOL. This is a great investment for all ages in the community, especially those with
mobility issues. Also a community center would be invaluable. We need a central location for
classes. I have no desire to keep the golf course the way it is. Rather use the land for a tax
revenue producing purpose.

6/21/2019 1:43 PM

16

The tennis community has been asking for updates to the tennis center for the years!!! And every
time we get pushed to the side and told that we are not vocal enough so we don’t get any
improvements. The tennis center is the only self funding program — and yet we don’t get any
benefits. Please fund the tennis center improvements!!!

6/21/2019 1:27 PM
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I strongly feel that money should be allocated towards purchasing and preserving the limited
remaining natural areas we have left in LO. Specifically the Yates/Hallinan Woods property since
it's in the process of development and currently for sale. This will increase the value of our
properties (and subsequent tax revenue), improve outdoor and children's education, and protect
an area that is already next to an existing protected space. I am also a proponent of a community
swim facility if it were close to downtown LO or on the East Side.

6/21/2019 1:00 PM

18

The city should continue their efforts to purchase and preserve the land at the end of Yates Street
/adjacent to the Hallinan nature park

6/21/2019 12:31 PM

19

The tennis center is in desperate need of updating. It is well used and is not adequate for all the
people that use and want to use it. Way too small, no viewing area... and the restrooms... are
awful and we need additional restrooms, and lobby area. Very crowded during change overs.
Hosting matches is embarrassing. Please help us.

6/21/2019 12:26 PM

20

n/a

6/21/2019 12:13 PM

21

If you do build a new recreation center please locate it in a central location so all residents can
enjoy it; NOT out by the golf course which appeals to only a few residents. I live in the Westlake
area and when classes were at Palisades very few people attended; now that they are at the adult
community center and Christ Church my classes are full; LOCATION, LOCATION, LOCATION .

6/21/2019 11:17 AM

22

I live in the school district and pay for the schools that the city programs use.

6/21/2019 11:08 AM

23

You should complete the deferred maintenance on the Lake Oswego boathouse, as well as the
dock expansion. The $150,000 needed to complete these projects is only a small portion of the
overall bond and would provide benefits to a good portion of the community. The rowing program
provides wonderful opportunities for middle and high schoolers, as well as masters rowers. Lake
Oswego could have a bigger presence in the local rowing community if the boathouse received its
maintenance and the dock expansion project was completed. Rowing provides many opportunities
for high schoolers to contend for scholarships in college and gives them access to a structured
sport and a great community. Losing the boathouse because much needed maintenance was not
completed would be a big loss to the community.

6/21/2019 11:02 AM

24

Purchase of Hallinan Woods is top priority. connecting our trails network is number 2.

6/21/2019 10:53 AM

25

I think Parks & Rec needs to do a better job of caring for the parks and things we have. I.E.
cleaning benches; taking out SOME of the downed trees; maintaining current paths.

6/21/2019 10:00 AM

26

You should know that the tennis center is LONG overdue for some of the Lake Oswego Park
monies. It is a money maker, well used and always seems to get the short end of the park
refurbishing stick. Many of us have seen surveys over the years about Lake Oswego Parks and
the tennis center NEVER seems to rise to the top. Look at the use and the numbers and try, for
once, to be fair.

6/21/2019 9:34 AM

27

Brian Gerritz

6/21/2019 8:48 AM

28

I would love to see more support for the Charlie S Brown boat house. Specifically, I would like to
see money allocated for maintenance and also an indoor training facility for people who row.
Thank you very much!

6/21/2019 8:45 AM

29

Fields are so limited now! We do not have enough room to build a pool and give up fields.

6/21/2019 8:16 AM

30

The Charlie S Brown boathouse serves a large number of people from junior high age into their
70s. The youth program is amazing and a large number of the participants in the youth program
go on to obtain college scholarships to get a college education while they continue their rowing
efforts. I have never come across such a dedicated and conscientious group of youth as I have
found at the rowing center. And the adults are a good group too!

6/21/2019 7:23 AM

31

Consider needs of & activities for seniors, not just children/young families (pickle ball, or more
exercise equipment like W Waluga, only under a tent like kids' play areas). Spread amenities
around geographically. The west end gets less attention, especially Westlake area. Westlake Park
is great but is a huge space which sits empty unless organized soccer or baseball games are
being played. Add more dog parks. Residents should be able to walk to a dog park, not drive 4
miles. Dog areas need to be larger like Pilkington so dogs can run without having to brake to avoid
a fence, which is hard on their joints. Consider authorizing dog use in parks at certain times, as in
the past, perhaps with signing rules agreement and with ID card, so police won't ticket them.
Westlake (and probably other areas) have lots of dogs and walking areas, but no legal off leash
areas. So residents are put in the position of breaking the law if they can't drive 4 miles to Waluga
or Pilkington.

6/21/2019 7:02 AM
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Field space for youth sports is critical. We are so limited for all sports in town, it's a challenge for
every program that's focused on developing young athletes. Youth sports has so many positive
benefits - and we simply need to maintain and continue to add to the limited space we have in
town.

6/20/2019 11:28 PM

33

Tennis is the only sport I am not able to watch my child participate in. In order to do so (which
there basically isn’t anywhere to sit/stand to anyways) I need to hire childcare to watch the younger
siblings. The facility is so outdated. How has the city allowed it to be neglected for so long when
they aren’t even asking for that much money to update it?

6/20/2019 10:13 PM

34

Please invest in more sports playing fields. They are in high demand and more fields are needed
in the area. Lake oswego fields are used by kids from the surrounding area (West Linn, S Portland
etc) and vice versa. But more are needed throughout the area to ensure kids have enough space
to play sports.

6/20/2019 9:29 PM

35

I like the idea of a pool, but absolutely not to take the place of our youth sports fields. Thank you.

6/20/2019 9:14 PM

36

Dedicated Pickleball courts indoor and outdoor for the fastest growing sports that encompass all
ages.

6/20/2019 8:24 PM

37

As a parent with children of LOSC and Oregon Premier / Crossfire Soccer, LOGSLL and
Renegades Softball, The City of Lake Oswego is incredibly lacking in available soccer and softball
fields. We travel all over the state of Oregon and SW Washington, and for the size and financial
means available to Lake Oswego, we have the absolute worst field availability of any city we travel
to.

6/20/2019 7:59 PM

38

We need expanded Pickleball facilities

6/20/2019 7:14 PM

39

Sports fields. Currently not enough room/availability to meet need.

6/20/2019 7:09 PM

40

Please make the Adult Center a top priority, there are a lot of aging LO citizens. The center is old
and not as ADA as it could be.

6/20/2019 5:59 PM

41

Our community deserves a dedicated Parks and Recreation facility and a new swimming pool. We
are woefully lacking in these two areas. I believe a bond was passed for a pool years ago and still
no new pool. We had a home for Parks and Rec at the West End Building, but politics got in the
way. There was enough land there for Parks and Rec and possibly a pool too. Very bad move on
our city’spart.

6/20/2019 5:50 PM

42

More pickleball

6/20/2019 5:21 PM

43

I actually don't don't understand why we passed a bond measure before identifying priorities to be
funded. Let's maintain and upgrade what we have plus add trails and fields to serve the greatest
number of residents. Let's not make Master Plans for projects that we can't pay for.

6/20/2019 4:58 PM

44

The LO tennis community is sick and tired of coming to your meetings, taking the time to give you
their opinions and now you propose the bare minimum in improvements, no meeting room, no
viewing area, no additional courts, no increase in parking! We have had funds sitting in the
account for years and with additional money from the approved bond, the tennis center should be
given all these things which we all voted on in Match, 2018. The players have been supporting the
tennis center bringing in money and its time you support the tennis players.

6/20/2019 4:51 PM

45

Lake Oswego is a great community, but we are falling behind other neighboring cities with lack of
field space, community pool, and parks. We want to encourage young families to move to our
great city.

6/20/2019 4:22 PM

46

Please keep Lake Oswego Community Rowing afloat. My 16 year old son rows with the club and it
is a wonderful club that caters to both children and adults. The boathouse needs repairs and could
really benefit from an expansion of the dock space. Additionally LOCR would benefit from space in
the new Recreation Center that LO is proposing to build.

6/20/2019 4:13 PM

47

I recommend that you establish criteria for determining priorities, rather than simply asking us
individually to weigh in. Priorities should be tied to long-term goals, such as: make it easier for
everyone to be more active, reduce reliance on cars, and reduce wasting of water.

6/20/2019 4:10 PM

48

This survey is limited and should encompass more spaces/activities. Why would the City need to
seek out more land for parks when it owns a nice parcel that hasn't been developed, i.e., Rassekh
property. Why isn't it included in this survey? What about activities that are not mentioned, e.g.,
pickleball, bike paths... ping pong at the ACC!

6/20/2019 4:07 PM
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49

Addressing the growth of this sport aggressively would put LO in a leadership position in the
Northwest and at the hub of a fast growing sport , serve the recreation needs of all ages in LO.

6/20/2019 3:43 PM

50

Youth fields around the metro area far outnumber, and until the recent addition of the fields at
Waluga, were superior to those in Lake Oswego. It is not acceptable for Lake Oswego to be so far
behind the curve of youth athletic fields. Young families come to this area, and spend huge
amounts of money to be in this community, and deserve to have their kids have the same
resources other neighborhoods in the metro enjoy.

6/20/2019 3:30 PM

51

We need more soccer/lacrosse field space

6/20/2019 3:22 PM

52

I do not want mountain bike/cycling trails at Luscher Farms!

6/20/2019 3:14 PM

53

With only 5 non private tennis courts the giving away of 2 courts completely to Pickle Ball and a
private club shows favoritism to personal projects and not the community as a whole. Don’t keep
doing that.

6/20/2019 3:09 PM

54

Athletic fields should be the priority because they were promised

6/20/2019 3:05 PM

55

I think a skatepark is a really good idea. I know so many teenagers who want to try skating but the
nearest skatepark is at least 25 minutes away. Skateboarding is a great way to get kids outside
instead of locked in their rooms

6/20/2019 2:56 PM

56

When I voted for the parks and recreation bond, the arguments in voters' pamphlet suggested that
this bond was necessary to maintain existing infrastructure. The majority of the possible priorities
in this survey appear to be upgrades and acquisitions. I'm not sure I would have voted for the
funding had I known that the funding could be diverted to such purposes.

6/20/2019 2:45 PM

57

The City's rowing facility is a big asset for all ages in our community. It's capacity is limited.
Expansion would allow many more people to enjoy rowing.

6/20/2019 2:39 PM

58

The original master plan I saw for Hazelia included more turf fields and parking than what has
been provided. Its what I THOUGHT I was voting for at the time. We need more fields for youth
sports. I recall there being a consultant study about this 15-20 years ago and we needed more
fields then and lacrosse hadn't even arrived in the community when the study was done. We
NEED more fields. We need more than just one more at Riseek (sp?). Thank you.

6/20/2019 2:37 PM

59

I do agree that many of the proposals listed above are valid uses of funds. In addition, there is
opportunity to further to enhance Lake Oswego and benefit many even further by providing
additional support financially with the Park Bond. Lake Oswego Community Rowing (LOCR) is a
amazing asset that further complements the uniqueness of Lake Oswego. LOCR includes 150+
rowers and their families and provides ongoing Learn to Rowing Classes (Spring, Summer, Fall).
My understanding is that LO Parks & Rec owns the boathouse, and is responsible for major
repairs. The boathouse needs about $100,000 in deferred maintenance. These repairs are NOT
fully funded at this time and needs the funding to keep this vital, active program alive and growing.
LOCR would also benefit from an additional $50,000 investment to expand the dock space on the
boathouse. This would especially benefit our Juniors rowers so that they could get on and off the
water faster during practice. Finally, LOCR would benefit from use of a shared training facility to
use for winter indoor training. LO Parks & Rec would like to build a new Recreation Center, and
LOCR would like to have shared use of a space in that facility.

6/20/2019 1:45 PM

60

I'd love Lake Oswego to be known as a Green City with priority for protecting and acquiring natural
areas such as Hallinan Woods and other nature areas.

6/20/2019 12:56 PM

61

The pool should be a joint city and school district endeavor to optimize limited funding.
Additionally, we need more field space for all of our activities. This can't be done in silos, we have
to look at all resources and plan accordingly.

6/20/2019 12:39 PM

62

The Tennis Center actually MAKES MONEY. I thought the city had approved the remodeling
already, including the parking lot enlargement. What does it take to get this done? Why isn't this
already underway?

6/20/2019 12:34 PM

63

More youth soccer fields would be helpful.

6/20/2019 12:09 PM

64

We need additional sporting facilities for kids so programs aren't canceled or held until 10:00pm

6/20/2019 11:34 AM

65

I do not live in Lake Oswego, yet my two sons row with Lake Oswego Community Towing. We
think LOCR is an absolute gift to the community and beyond. Any money that can go towards the
deferred maintenance of the boat house would be greatly valued and appreciated. LOCR is a
wonderful organization that has helped establish friendships, a positive work ethic, and excellent
exercise for both boys and girls from Lake Oswego and beyond. It is a gem!

6/20/2019 11:29 AM
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66

Concerning the athletic field development. I would also highly encourage the council to not limit the
use of the fields to Lake Oswego Soccer Club. There are smaller clubs that reach the Lake
Oswego Community, but cannot use any of the facilities because they are monopolized by LO
Soccer Club. This is unjust to growing non profits who help kids with no money to play soccer fees.
Please consider that now and in the future with new athletic fields.

6/20/2019 11:19 AM

67

I would love to see a kid's nature park (I think maybe one is already in the works?) Work with the
school district to better maintained their school fields for use, like the baseball field at Forest Hills.

6/20/2019 10:58 AM

68

LO Parks owns a boathouse on the river that rowing is run out of. I learned to row many years ago
there, and then joined the adult masters program. I also had 2 children that rowed with the youth
program for 3 years. It seems rowing can be a huge asset to a parks program (Seattle Parks has
MANY rowing programs, as do other municipalities), but rowing doesn't seem very well supported
by the City in LO, and I'm not sure why. I've seen hundreds of kids go through the program each
year, as well as all the adults who take classes and continue rowing. I hope the City will recognize
that having and supporting a strong rowing program is an asset to their overall programming. The
boathouse is being maintained as best as possible by the rowing club, but major repairs have not
been done, and it's beginning to show. I would like to see the City and LO Parks & Rec include the
boathouse in this $30 million parks bond. With a quality facility and support from LO Parks , rowing
can be even more of a vital asset to the City. We have a unique opportunity in that the City has
access to the river, there is an organization already running rowing, and there is a current facility.
Why there is a disconnect supporting rowing as a major programming asset escapes me.

6/20/2019 10:29 AM

69

The tennis center is to small and doesn't have enough parking. Ideally a new one would be build at
a better location. Otherwise, the present needs of the community have to be addressed. More
courts, a viewing area, more parking, more space for tennis get togethers... All these needs have
been presented in the past and now it appears from this survey that they are not even included as
a choice!! Bad, Bad, Bad

6/20/2019 10:22 AM

70

Wish we could attend tonight to share our very big wish for more fields!

6/20/2019 10:15 AM

71

The lack of outdoor sporting fields in the Lake Oswego area is having a big impact on our sports
teams and community. The fields at Lakeridge Junior High are currently out of commission due to
construction; making this an even bigger issue. The town continues to grow, more students
participating in sports with less and less areas for them to play/practice. Adolescent children need
constructive ways to spend their time and need to remain active in their communities.

6/20/2019 10:15 AM

72

Additional turf fields, and practicing areas would provide more areas for more kids to play sports
and be active

6/20/2019 10:04 AM

73

Thank u

6/20/2019 9:31 AM

74

I really do hope the Parks and Rec department is working with the school district. The district is
planning on eliminating many fields at LJH for a swimming pool facility. It is possible to have both a
swimming pool and fields for baseball/softball. We need fields!

6/20/2019 9:18 AM

75

Our kids need baseball, soccer, football, and softball fields. Everything else is secondary. Also, to
put a pool on prime, flat land is a total waste of said land. Palisades is a much better site for this
community pool. It isn't used for anything except district offices and after care. DO NOT TAKE
AWAY OUR KIDS BASEBALL/SOFTBALL/FOOTBALL/SOCCER FIELDS!

6/20/2019 9:17 AM

76

.

6/20/2019 9:15 AM

77

N/a

6/20/2019 9:13 AM

78

Our athletic fields are very overpopulated and lack enough Track space and turf field space which
is inconsistent with the other district.

6/20/2019 9:07 AM

79

N/A

6/20/2019 9:07 AM

80

More fields! Our soccer, lacrosse kids never have enough field time. Please please!!

6/20/2019 8:47 AM

81

Lake Oswego is starving for Athletic Fields and Courts!!

6/20/2019 8:37 AM

82

I would love to see Lake Oswego be the/ continue to be the leader in developing accessible, high
end natural areas. With the Boones Ferry project and downtown project looking fantastic an
equal/balanced attention to our natural areas would be awesome :)

6/20/2019 8:34 AM

83

We attend LOSD schools and have 3 children.

6/20/2019 8:09 AM
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84

It was disappointing to hear that the building of a pool would mean the loss of softball fields. The
community building aspect of the Softball League that we witnessed on teams this season was
outstanding and it is unfortunate that there was no thought to the impact that losing these fields
would have on those efforts. While I understand the need to balance out community needs, it
seems that perhaps the balance was not there in this decision - especially if no solution was
presented to replace what was being lost. I am not an avid softball fan, so my feedback is very
much rooted in the sense of community that is provided for our girls through this team
sport/organization. Reducing their ability to support the interest level would be disappointing to
everyone involved.

6/20/2019 7:51 AM

85

Please work with the school district. We are REDUCING playable space and everyone seems to
be passing the buck.

6/20/2019 7:41 AM

86

We need more indoor tennis courts badly as the number of players exceeds available times
available!

6/20/2019 7:16 AM

87

Please work to make plans that will keep current programs running smoothly. For example, it
would be a shame to build a pool that takes away from softball/baseball programs. We have many
community members using our fields. Let’s make decisions based on what amenities programs
our community is using currently.

6/20/2019 6:29 AM

88

Lake Oswego needs a park (other than millennium plaza) with a splash pad/spray park! Also,
more/better signage along paved trails or roadways to show where paths connect (e.g. signage
denotes Iron Mountain trail or millennium plaza is XX miles from somewhere along the path/road
near Waluga Park east on quarry Rd, but as soon as you hit Boones Ferry, there are no more
signs there or along Bryant to tell you where to go/where to turn or if you’re going in the right
direction).

6/19/2019 11:24 PM

89

The youth sports programs are essential to keeping this community competitive with other
communities, and work together with our strong schools to make Lake Oswego a desirable place
for families to live. Please keep us competitive in sports. If we lose the fields at Lakeridge Jr. High
we lose soccer, softball, baseball, lacrosse, etc facilities. And having a pool at the junior high will
make th traffic on Jean and Bryant worse than they already are. It’s not easy getting past the junior
high as traffic is now, and adding a pool facility is crazy when the fields are already so heavily in
demand.

6/19/2019 11:14 PM

90

Planning for facilities on fields that help fundraise for future athletics needs is also important.
Snack shacks and other facilities raise money to help build strong programs in all sports.

6/19/2019 11:07 PM

91

Athletic fields are scarce and currently hinder our children in their outdoor sports development
since practice time cannot be secured (for example, no spring soccer practices for rec soccer due
to field shortages). My top priority is athletic fields, thus please consider when pursuing projects
that they not eliminate the current fields.

6/19/2019 10:43 PM

92

N/A.

6/19/2019 10:31 PM

93

More athletic fields!!!!!

6/19/2019 10:24 PM

94

Lake Oswego sports fields do not hold up to our reputation as an athletic powerhouse. We need
more year-round turf fields for kids to play and practice. The facilities we have are limited and
shabby. Luscher and Waluga are a great start--but not nearly enough space for a community with
2 6A high schools.

6/19/2019 10:11 PM

95

We can't as a community lose level playing fields. Our kids need and use these spaces and there
is already a shortage.

6/19/2019 9:58 PM

96

Update patks for children in lake Oswego. Add splash pads and water features to parks like the
park in first addition by post office. That park is in a great location and could be awesome with
some updates and a water feature. The parks all around Portland and in West Linn are more kid
friendly and updated. Please put the money to making more activity areas for families and children.
Lo needs it! Add splash pad to George Rogers as well and more of a functional play area for
children and more activity/play areas for kids at foothills.

6/19/2019 9:53 PM

97

My children attended LO High and I consider this my community. We live in Dunthorpe, but do all
our shopping in LO. I have played at the tennis center for over 30 years and it needs help. Please
improve it!!!!!!!!

6/19/2019 9:48 PM

98

The town is growing and needs a dedicated recreation facility to meet those growing needs.

6/19/2019 9:40 PM

99

The city has grown and the athletic facilities have not. More kids are playing sports now and we
should accomodate that with local fields. I say this even as my kids are grown and in college!

6/19/2019 9:23 PM
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100

My goodness, this city NEEDS field space for active youth and adults, especially one to two more
turf fields (1 "north" and 1 "south") and an accessible and new pool. These other projects are nice
and surely small and organized groups of individuals will appear vocal (e.g. Tryon Cove or the
farm), but the most "bang for our buck" and the most needed--Hazelia is overbooked all year long-is to have field space, especially turfed field space. Is this not clear to the City Council?

6/19/2019 9:20 PM

101

Youth sports are a fantastic way to keep our kids active, healthy, and out of trouble. They are also
extremely popular in Lake Oswego, which has led to a shortage of adequate training fields for
soccer, lacrosse, and other sports. It would be fantastic to give our kids access to more allweather fields to ensure adequate training.

6/19/2019 9:00 PM

102

Take advantage of items that bring vibrance to our community, embraces the family atmosphere

6/19/2019 9:00 PM

103

I am in the LO school district, but not in LO.

6/19/2019 8:30 PM

104

So many going families in LO and we don’t have a good parka and red system compared to
surrounding communities. Build more fields, a pool and a community center for our kids please!

6/19/2019 8:28 PM

105

We need youth fields

6/19/2019 8:17 PM

106

After years of planning and working out a way to build a new tennis center without taxing LO
residents, the project was abruptly dropped. It’s well documented that tennis is one LO Parks and
Rec offering that pays for itself and even banks funds. Adding any number of accommodations for
handicapped access or storage at the existing tennis center does not address the fact that it is
undersized and cannot be enlarged in its existing locale. I boldly recommend we reconsider
building a new center as planned and continually approved by earlier city administrators. The need
for the facility hasn’t changed, only the city leadership has.

6/19/2019 8:06 PM

107

Not nearly enough athletic fields in LO to support youth baseball

6/19/2019 7:48 PM

108

Good places for kids to recreate with families is good for the whole community.

6/19/2019 7:47 PM

109

I would also like to see some of the bond funding go to the boathouse for Lake Oswego
Community Rowing. I would put that in my top 3 priorities.

6/19/2019 6:52 PM

110

Need more all weather field turf for athletics

6/19/2019 6:41 PM

111

The issue with field space has been happening for the 10 years I’ve lived here. We need to use
this time when school bond and park bond both happening to add more turf spaces and more field
space in general.

6/19/2019 6:41 PM

112

please maintain existing parks and open spaces as a priorty

6/19/2019 4:55 PM

113

I have young kids so the thought of a bike skills park and indoor pool sound amazing! If they
existed now we would be using them!

6/19/2019 4:38 PM

114

The city of Lake Oswego needs a publically-accessible pool and more sports fields. These have
been needed for many years. Thank you.

6/19/2019 4:27 PM

115

Each elementary school or large park should have (a) a baseball / softball diamond, (b) a soccer /
multi-purpose field, and (c) a basketball court. This includes the school properties that are not
currently used (Palisades, for example). I don't know how the City and LOSD interact, but these
are mutually beneficial projects on land that otherwise sits idle every evening, weekend, and
Summer.

6/19/2019 4:15 PM

116

The pool should be a priority and councilors should take action immediately to work with the
school district to build a swim facility our entire community can enjoy

6/19/2019 4:04 PM

117

We need baseball fields.

6/19/2019 3:52 PM

118

I will continue to advocate for the improvements of the Lake Oswego Tennis Center. It is a gem in
our community but much to0 inadequate to house the number of people, and league play that goes
through there.

6/19/2019 3:49 PM

119

Projects should benefit all residents, and funding should suffice completion of the project, rather
than leaving a project incomplete and additional funding required.

6/19/2019 3:47 PM

120

Urgent need for more athletic fields!

6/19/2019 3:41 PM

121

The boat house needs deferred maintenance improvements and more dock space to
accommodate additional adults and youth rowing activities

6/19/2019 3:28 PM

122

Our community needs safe facilities and protected natural habitats for a balanced experience

6/19/2019 3:22 PM
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123

We must improve our infrastructure for youth athletics. Our community is aging and it is a matter of
time before the next generation of new families and kids come to LO. We need to plan for more
athletic spaces, fields now. There are too many older Lake Oswegonians that are influencing
these decisions. We need to plan for 10 years from now, not 3.

6/19/2019 3:05 PM

124

We need more soccer fields!!!

6/19/2019 2:59 PM

125

a blend between park setting, athletic fields would be great.

6/19/2019 2:42 PM

126

My top priority would be athletic fields and a swimming pool. I think those facilities are used by the
most people and could also be a draw of people to the area through being able to host
tournaments and meets.

6/19/2019 2:41 PM

127

Safe bathroom facilities near parks and fields. :)

6/19/2019 2:38 PM

128

Bike Parks, Pump Tracks, bike paths, development of a dirt trail system at Lutscher farms for bikes

6/19/2019 2:36 PM

129

When allocating capital, we need to prioritize it based on utilization. More athletic field, preferably
turf, is the most pressing need that will be used by the most members of the community.

6/19/2019 2:29 PM

130

Better sports facilities!

6/19/2019 2:21 PM

131

Lake Oswego

6/19/2019 2:20 PM

132

There is a shortage of all weather field turf spaces in our city. This impacts LO children of all ages
who participate in youth sports at both the recreational and competitive levels in soccer, lacrosse,
football, softball and baseball.

6/19/2019 2:18 PM

133

We should move the community pool over by LHS and then put in baseball fields at LJHS. The
lack of fields and poor facilities drastically decreases the experience of the players. Go to other
small towns (like Kelso, WA) and they have AMAZING facilities that are leading to great
experiences that lead to more involvement. Right now, Pacer Youth Baseball can't even hold
youth tournaments due to inadequate facilities. It's shameful.

6/19/2019 1:35 PM

134

There are many investments currently in organized sports facilities and fields and walking trails
which are great. I think alternative sports like mountain biking, BMX and skateboarding need
investment in the area.

6/19/2019 1:13 PM

135

Athletic fields for our youth to promote healthy lifestyles

6/19/2019 1:13 PM

136

Not sure

6/19/2019 1:12 PM

137

We appreciate all that you do. Thank you.

6/19/2019 1:10 PM

138

As a Lake Oswego parent with school aged children in athletics, it is clear that LO needs more
athletic field spaces. Compared to our neighboring communities, we have far less available fields.
Also, fewer fields means more limited access to activities for lots of kids. Only so many teams can
be made because of the limited space and the maxed out practice schedules.

6/19/2019 12:51 PM

139

Field space should be a priority

6/19/2019 12:46 PM

140

Turf Fields, Skate Parks, Sidewalks

6/19/2019 12:42 PM

141

There is not enough sports/athletic fields. The current ones are packed, overcrowded and over
scheduled. It is critical for our kids to have more.

6/19/2019 12:36 PM

142

We need more facilities for our athletes. The more kids are able to easily participate in sports, the
better they do in school, be responsible, etc. Lake Oswego lags behind many other communities
in this regard.

6/19/2019 12:27 PM

143

Too many athletic teams, and not enough field space.

6/19/2019 12:18 PM

144

Please build a community pool.

6/19/2019 12:00 PM

145

It seems the number of children involved in LO youth sports has grown every year but no
additional fields have been added. Youth Sports support a positive lifestyle and “family”
environment. It would be great to see additional sports fields for our kids. Especially soccer, there
have been no additional soccer space added since 2008 with Hazelia.

6/19/2019 11:55 AM

146

too many kids play soccer and they fight for practice fields. nobody plays baseball anymore.
convert westlake to soccer fields but keep them grass. nobody likes artificial turf.

6/19/2019 11:47 AM
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147

There is no playground equipment near people that live in Lakeview Bryant Pilkington area. I
cannot believe we don’t have another splash pad that’s not between a lake and. A busy road. Also
we need a sidewalk that is safe from Lakeview to Boone’s ferry road on Bryant. So many people
get close to being hit including kids up the steep hill on Bryant on the shoulder. All this
construction will only make it more dangerous. That area of town needs to be easily accessible on
foot to those that live below the tracks!!

6/19/2019 11:43 AM

148

Fix, improve what currently exists then build/create new

6/19/2019 11:42 AM

149

We desperately need activities for families with children. Safe biking, trails, a pool, skatepark etc.
There are nice parks and playgrounds for younger kids, but nothing once they have outgrown the
tiny playgrounds.

6/19/2019 11:40 AM

150

Our Population has started to increase again with young Families entering our schools, sport clubs
and our parks and recreation. We need updated facilities, more multi use fields like Hazelia.

6/19/2019 11:34 AM

151

Please, please please prioritize more field space for our community! This includes multi-use fields,
ball fields (baseball/softball). We are at such a disadvantage as compared to neighboring districts.
We are super excited the bond passed and you can act on this! Thank you!

6/19/2019 11:34 AM

152

Create more opportunity for youth to be active in sport ... from traditional team sports to alternative
sport such as mountain biking.

6/19/2019 11:31 AM

153

the list provided is great

6/19/2019 11:31 AM

154

Funding for LORC!! Boathouse & dock repairs & potential expansion.

6/19/2019 11:30 AM

155

na

6/19/2019 11:22 AM

156

Westlake Park improve dirt fields to turf or grass. Having an indoor/outdoor year round
swimming/recreational center would be amazing.

6/19/2019 11:22 AM

157

It sounds like the pool and recreation center could be combined into one priority.

6/19/2019 11:18 AM

158

Prioritize kids getting outside, having fun and staying safe

6/19/2019 11:15 AM

159

Part of what makes Lake Oswego vibrant is that it is a great place to raise a family. Athletic fields,
parks, and facilities that support families are a priority!

6/19/2019 11:14 AM

160

We have the worst softball fields of any city surrounding us We lack soccer fields. We need more
softball and soccer fields.

6/19/2019 11:12 AM

161

Safe routes to schools are needed! Westridge and Childs neighborhoods are extremely difficult to
ride/walk safely. Childs Rd. has NO sidewalk or shoulder. More pedestrian crossing lights are
needed. Thank you!

6/19/2019 11:05 AM

162

Lake Oswego is know for its amazing schools, and place to live, however we don't have the
community center (like tualatin hills) and parks (ie water features like West Linn) and fields for our
kids to play and practice on. We need to make the kids (our future) a priority

6/19/2019 11:02 AM

163

Maximize usage, access, and opportunities to showcase our great community. Add parks, add
field space, allowing to host more community, athletic events, showcases and therefore drive
additional revenue to local businesses and allow our great community to become known to others
who may want to move/relocate to it and therefore keep property values high. No pool. No golf
course. Those are major expenses that never retain their value and appeal. Too small of
markets/users.

6/19/2019 11:00 AM

164

Additional athletic fields, and continued lad acquisition for parks and trails are main priorities

6/19/2019 10:59 AM

165

Our youth sports facilities are way bellow acceptable. Its a night and day difference when you
travel to nearby communities how much our parks are lacking.

6/19/2019 10:59 AM

166

The development of athletic fields should be a priority for the City of Lake Oswego. Inclusion in
athletics keeps the youth of Lake Oswego out of trouble and allows them to develop into
contributing members of this great community. Fields are also used by adults in the various adult
leagues provided for a variety of sports so it is a win win for all involved.

6/19/2019 10:58 AM

167

A community center with a pool should be #1! Swimming is a life skill and Lake Oswego doesn’t
offer public swimming lessons! Current lessons are privately run and very expensive.

6/19/2019 10:58 AM
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168

Please consider bike path/walking path along Country Club Road from Boones to Iron Mountain.
This section has many walkers and bikers daily. It is a very risky area to bike/walk. The opportunity
to develop a safe bike and walking path has the opportunity to allow students to either bike or walk
from First Addition to LOJH or LOHS.

6/19/2019 10:57 AM

169

n/a

6/19/2019 10:56 AM

170

Prioritize expanding open spaces and parsk.

6/19/2019 10:55 AM

171

I'm a big believer that we need to get the Mtn. Bike trails built in Luscher Farm. My concern is that
a few vocal opponents will throw out comments that have been easily disproven comments about
how we don't need more places for bikes to ride and how Mtn. Bikes destroy the environment
(false) as ways to kill this project.

6/19/2019 10:54 AM

172

none

6/19/2019 10:46 AM

173

I feel like LO is already a beautiful city with plenty of parks but our facilities are outdated and need
to be kept up and / or improved. Some facilities, like the tennis center, are actually embarassing!
PLEASE put some money toward improving the tennis center with a viewing area.

6/19/2019 8:52 AM

174

Take into strong consideration when planning to preserve existing large, significant trees and
maintain the canopy realizing climate change is affecting our quality of life.

6/19/2019 8:41 AM

175

Please maintain and upgrade fields for current youth sports programs, so they can continue to
deliver upon their mission to our community youth.

6/19/2019 12:12 AM

176

That the preservation of open spaces is a huge key to a vibrant, healthy and active community. As
density grows, the ability to get into nature becomes even more critical and can be a big selling
point in terms of attracting and keeping a younger and more diverse population. This is a very
desirable goal!

6/18/2019 9:38 PM

177

I would like to see improvements to the Golf Course but not any that would change it from 18 to
only 9 holes. The course is also a beautiful piece of park land that we already have and should
maintain. The cost to reconfigure the course to 9 holes would be very expensive and remove so
many of the old growth trees. It would also no longer be desirable for tournaments which do bring
in revenue for the course.

6/18/2019 7:45 PM

178

The tennis center in Lake Oswego Should be a first priority because the Facility is grossly
inadequate to host Visiting teams throughout Portland and Washington and does not represent
The town of Lake Oswego. It is dingy, Cramped and has inadequate restrooms With no place to
view players and the space For serving food is a postage stamp!

6/18/2019 6:53 PM

179

Update facilities of the rowing club

6/18/2019 4:33 PM

180

Lake Oswego is tied to the Willamette River historically and the LOCR community provides a
connection to that history through rowing. The facilities need maintenance and improvements
would be outstanding. Rowing can be a valuable tool for Collage admissions and our unique
community should not overlook this resource.

6/18/2019 2:20 PM

181

I do not reside in Lake Oswego but my children attend Lake Oswego schools, their father resides
in Lake Oswego, and they participate in Lake Oswego camps, community school activities, and
Lake Oswego Community Rowing. I very much hope that Lake Oswego Community Rowing is
made a priority when allocating funds as the boathouse is in need of maintenance. With more than
150 rowers plus their families touched by LOCR, this organization makes a sizeable impact on the
area. Additionally, LOCR participates in many local and regional events that bring visibility to Lake
Oswego and the many fine activities that are offered. This outreach on behalf of LOCR that
benefits both LOCR and Lake Oswego is made possible through the support of many friends,
family members, and participants, and would be made even more sustainable through an
investment in the condition of the boathouse. LOCR would benefit from an investment to expand
the dock space on the boathouse. This would especially benefit our Juniors rowers so that they
could get on and off the water faster during practice. Finally, LOCR would benefit from use of a
shared training facility to use for winter indoor training. LO Parks & Rec would like to build a new
Recreation Center, and LOCR would like to have shared use of a space in that facility.

6/18/2019 1:58 PM

182

It would be nice if more care was taken with current fields adjacent to the schools. In particular I
notice the field at Uplands is overtaken with weeds - dandelions, clover and many uneven areas. I
hope this will be addressed as it is very poor at this time.

6/18/2019 1:20 PM

183

Our park offerings need to be competitive with those of similar communities to keep attracting
quality residents. We need a rec center and better fields for our youth.

6/18/2019 12:51 PM
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184

I do own property in Lake Oswego and have supported the tennis center for more than 30 years.
With the money it earns for the city it deserves the highest regard for improvement.

6/18/2019 10:50 AM

185

The Park and Rec Department is a major asset to the City. LO residents want and should have a
Park and Rec Department with a permanent location that serves as a Community Hub with
resources for all ages.

6/18/2019 10:32 AM

186

I thoughtthe tennis center should move to a larger location.

6/18/2019 10:28 AM

187

Maintain existing city assets and not just tear them down and build new ones. Build a park on
every corner seems to be your direction.

6/18/2019 10:20 AM

188

The lack of field space for youth sports is a real issue. This community is very family-focused and
everyone participates in youth sports at some time or another. We most definitely need more
space for those activities to run smoothly and efficiently.

6/18/2019 9:32 AM

189

I would like to see the Farr Bike Park project completed. It is important that we offer more activities
for children (and adults) in the community to get outside and be active and independent. Not all
activities should be for organized sports (like fields) and the special interests that surround them.

6/18/2019 8:38 AM

190

Multiple season weather friendly fields

6/18/2019 7:32 AM

191

Outdoor spaces are essential for the community. A centralized pool, rec center and more path
development would be a huge benefit to living in Lake Oswego.

6/18/2019 6:10 AM

192

Please do not spend money on a rec center. It seems like the city has been trying to accomplish
this since the ill advised purchase of the west end building. Instead the city should live up to its
original commitments to provide athletic fields for sports (Luscher farm plans from a decade ago)
and improve the pathway systems and open spaces throughout the city. No buildings! Property
taxes in this town are VERY high already and it seems like their is a perception that homeowners
are willing to keep paying more. Look at the city of Bend. They have an amazing parks system and
their taxes are not nearly as high (yet property values are the same in many places).

6/18/2019 6:03 AM

193

Lake Oswego Athletic Fields and Facilities needs to be a priority. We are behind other areas, and
it's affecting the ability to run a Youth Program

6/18/2019 1:02 AM

194

We need to build a first class combined City and School District Community Pool Facility that will
replace our existing LOSD Pool and serve our long burgeoning community aquatic programs.

6/17/2019 10:05 PM

195

Please don't acquire new natural space/parks until we can take care of our existing properties

6/17/2019 8:45 PM

196

Lake Oswego

6/17/2019 8:43 PM

197

We do not need a swimming pool. We do need a Parks and Rec Community Center.

6/17/2019 8:40 PM

198

It would be helpful to incorporate lighting on these pathways for safety during the darker months.

6/17/2019 8:32 PM

199

Continue to improve the parks we have, but if opportunities arise to acquire significant properties
city should take advantage.

6/17/2019 8:31 PM

200

Lake Oswego

6/17/2019 8:26 PM

201

Leave the trees alone.

6/17/2019 8:16 PM

202

There is an incredible group of people working at the tennis center and it is a tremendous asset to
those in our community who can’t afford to join/play tennis in a private club.

6/17/2019 6:21 PM

203

Youth sports are critical to building a sense of community. I have met hundreds of parents through
Lake Oswego youth sports. Having quality facilities for our kids to play on helps further their
development making them more competitive. This also helps or schools as it gives children a
sense of purpose and connection that helps them prioritize academics and stay out of trouble.

6/17/2019 5:55 PM

204

There is a plot in Hallinan woods that is planned for a 6 house subdivision. It would be great if the
city bought this and used it for a natural area

6/17/2019 5:30 PM

205

Obtain an easement to connect the trial from Foothills to George Rogers and beyond!

6/17/2019 5:02 PM

206

Baseball fields and a community pool would be very welcome additions.

6/17/2019 4:19 PM
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207

The City should be planning on collaboration with the school district to ensure that the
parks/recreation needs of the community are being ENHANCED through investment, rather than
decreased. As an example, as the district looks to a possible swim center, there is a potential loss
of at least 3 baseball/softball diamonds on the LJH property. These are fields that are in
CONSTANT use through the baseball/softball seasons and the collective loss to the community
would be significant. However, if planning for additional diamonds elsewhere in the city (by LHS?)
were expedited, this could potentially be accommodated. But without coordination, the net result
will be a loss for a significant portion of the community.

6/17/2019 3:30 PM

208

1. DO NOT build a Parks and Rec building on the Golf Course property. 2.Keep the Lake Oswego
Golf Course an 18 hole course. Do not convert it to a 9 or 12 hole course. 3. Invest in maintaining
the course as this is one of the only "parks" that generates revenue. 4. Do not buy more land, build
more facilities unless we can maintain what we already have. 5. Parks and Rec HQ should be in
City Hall. Classes can be held in one of the many buildings already built. 6. Another option for the
Parks building would be on the land by Lakeridge Jr High. This makes sense from an easily
accessible location standpoint, available land, community/school pool location. By locating the
building here you would not forever alter the golf course and add to the McVey/Stafford Rd traffic
problem.

6/17/2019 3:24 PM

209

Follow the guidelines in the adopted master plans. Find a permanent home for parks and recs
admin offices.

6/17/2019 3:09 PM

210

We are already tight on baseball and softball field space. The number of fields should not be
reduced.

6/17/2019 2:43 PM

211

It's critically important to my family and I that we continue to elevate the services, resources, and
opportunities for our young kids around sports.

6/17/2019 2:40 PM

212

The turf project at saliva West was horribly mismanaged in. my opinion. The junior baseball
organization was deprived of practice time for the entire fall ball season and most of the spring ball
season. No wonder so many players leave the city leagues to play for clubs. If we don’t have fields
there is no practice time and therefore no player development. Our athletic fields need ,more
attention.

6/17/2019 2:27 PM

213

The City Golf course, if developed as planned, should prioritize drainage so that the new course(s)
can be played year around, thus maximizing revenues for the course.

6/17/2019 2:14 PM

214

The new turf fields at Waluga are fantastic! It would be great if the westlake fields could be
updated to turf as well (with all the rainouts that occur in fall and spring baseball/softball.)

6/17/2019 1:53 PM

215

There are families in Lake Oswego that cannot afford a monthly gym membership or even
neighborhood pool memberships.

6/17/2019 1:31 PM

216

N/a

6/17/2019 11:21 AM

217

Keep wild areas wild and add more. There should be a focus on ensuring nature is present
throughout the community. There should not be a focus on cutting down and paving.

6/17/2019 9:52 AM

218

Improve access to walking, running and biking spaces for all members of the Lake Oswego
community for health and well-being.

6/17/2019 9:44 AM

219

The city needs better quality and more access to youth baseball fields as well as improvements
including a viewing area at the indoor tennis facility.

6/17/2019 9:12 AM

220

I would like to see some monies be put towards the LOCR boathouse, rehabbing the dock and
walkway to the boathouse and including shared space at the recreation center. LOCR has an
excellent and growing community team of masters and junior rowers. Our parents are involved in
the Lake Oswego school system with middle aged and high school participants. Our masters
rowers live in this community. We need the support from the bond monies to assist us in allowing
rowers to accessible, safe docks, reinforcing and widening the walkway to the dock and to assist in
maintaining the boathouse. Thank you.

6/17/2019 9:01 AM

221

Please be mindful of the fact that the majority of those expressing their opinions are those who
have time to get involved and attend, and not our younger families who are hard pressed to find
the time to attend. Let us please invest in our youth. Thank you!

6/17/2019 8:38 AM

222

Please do not allow any communication towers to be placed on Cooks Butte or any other land
protected and set aside for the specific and sole use of a natural area.

6/17/2019 7:37 AM
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223

Lake Oswego needs to attract more younger families to the city to create a more stable population
base. Great kid parks and well maintained sports field are very important to young families. Also,
whatever we do, please don’t do too much that the facilities become run down. We have too many
facilities today that are not kept up to date. Don’t add any more without proper funding.

6/17/2019 2:03 AM

224

very worried about the lack of fields for kids to play organized sports on with the redevelopment of
the schools. Other nearby cities have much nicer facilities than we do and its embarrassing.

6/16/2019 9:50 PM

225

The city is in dire need of youth sport fields. An alternative to more fields, some field could be
upgraded with turf. If turf was available on more fields, then more practices and games could be
held with our weather conditions. All outdoor sports are in need of additional field space, especially
baseball. In addition, the lack of cooperation from the school district in coordinating field use with
the City is appalling. The joint user agreement between the City and Parks department needs to
be updated. There are City/District assets that are over utilized and some that are underutilized
due to lack of communication between the two entities. Also, no communication between capital
improvement projects between the two entities.

6/16/2019 9:32 PM

226

Please distribute the money equally by INTEREST GROUPS. So much, already, goes to families,
schools. These surveys only serve the interests of this largest population. "Percentages are not
the point. (All)people should be able to pursue their passions". Ruth Bader Ginsberg

6/16/2019 2:36 PM

227

The Tennis Center need also a viewing area, additional to the other improvements.

6/16/2019 1:00 PM

228

We desperately need a community space for all generations that can bring people together and be
used in inclement weather. Wood be great if it was a McMennamins type set up with a pub, coffee
shop, indoor/outdoor dining, soaking pool, and other activities!

6/16/2019 1:00 PM

229

Please enforce dog leash rules. Too many off-leash dogs in our parks. I won't support any funding
for parks until the dog situation is brought under control.

6/16/2019 8:04 AM

230

Safe places for kids to bike is of high importance to me. As LO attracts more businesses and
visitors, which is great, it’s bringing more cars and traffic. Kids need places where they can ride
safely, like the proposed bike park, but also trails in multiple locations. Thank you.

6/15/2019 9:51 PM

231

This may not be the correct place to list this, but the amount of trees that keep getting cut down to
create flag lots throughout the city is a huge concern. Hoping there is a plan to create a rule that
you can’t create flag lots on pieces of land that are under 1 acre

6/15/2019 9:46 PM

232

I attended many meetings in regards to the tennis center remodel. I submitted my opinion as to
which plan i thought would be best, which included a viewing area. I hope you will look at all the
specific information that many submitted last year.

6/15/2019 6:31 PM

233

The area is in desperate need for a 50 meter swimming pool for recreational, lap swim, high
school swim and water polo, youth swim lessons and competitive swimming.

6/15/2019 5:06 PM

234

I own 2 properties in Lake Oswego. I live in Dunthorpe, just barely not in LO. Spend most time and
shopping in downtown LO.

6/15/2019 3:04 PM

235

Improvements at the Charlie S Brown water center. ( rowing boat house). A much needed
additional dock, repairs on exciting dock. Maintenance on the building. The non profit rowing club
is growing and it would help to have an additional dock to accommodate the growing need. This
sport has grown and it’s a sport you can join in high school without prior learning. A lot of the
rowers are able to join a college team and many get scholarships. Also with a new community
recreation center it would be nice to have a winter indoor training place as we use to use
Palisades elementary school. Please keep the Lake Oswego community rowing center in your
plans for improvement. Thank you!!

6/15/2019 2:43 PM

236

Swimming is an important life skill and everyone needs a place to learn / practice

6/15/2019 2:35 PM

237

More Athletic Fields need to be turf. We are falling behind most other communities and that
shouldn't be the case

6/15/2019 2:18 PM

238

The tennis center needs a viewing area, in addition to the addition.

6/15/2019 12:36 PM

239

I would like to see the golf course kept as an 18 hole course but be better maintained.

6/15/2019 10:54 AM

240

Please remodel/update the Library! Thank you!

6/15/2019 10:49 AM

241

We need to preserve Hallinan Woods for future generations. We also have very little water
features for the littles.

6/15/2019 10:41 AM
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242

Instead of pool, water feature at parks/ shade would be cheaper than pool and cooler for kids in
hot summer

6/15/2019 10:20 AM

243

as a longtime LOTC tennis player (recently moved to Tualatin) I am extremely frustrated that so
many plans for improving LOTC have been explored but never implemented. I'm losing hope in this
process.

6/15/2019 9:16 AM

244

The City Council should reconsider their decision on the school district pool to be constructed at
Lakeridge Junior High. This would be a perfect opportunity for the City to invest in an aquatic
facility that would serve the whole community.

6/15/2019 8:42 AM

245

Improvements to Charlie S Brown rowing center. Additional dock for LOCR to benefit the city and
the rowing community

6/14/2019 11:01 PM

246

A swimming pool is the most significant MISSING piece of the Parks & Rec picture. But what I
currently us most is the Golf Course and the Bryant Woods nature trail.

6/14/2019 9:35 PM

247

We need more fields for baseball & softball teams both for youth and adult leagues.

6/14/2019 9:20 PM

248

Very important to community that LO Golf Course be updated

6/14/2019 8:10 PM

249

Please consider a viewing area for the LO Tennis Center.

6/14/2019 7:09 PM

250

Being that we are an older community relative to the Happy Valley, Wilsonville, West Linn,
Bethany types our parks and rec dollars have been allocated to the needs of empty nester
households. Some more youthful opportunities with our tax dollars would be nice.

6/14/2019 4:27 PM

251

Please do NOT sell any part of the golf course to raise funds.

6/14/2019 3:52 PM

252

Boathouse repairs are needed and would provide significant benefit for the cost. Please consider
what LOCR is suggesting.

6/14/2019 3:39 PM

253

Need better maintenance on what is built and maintain existing. Need funding to keep new
facilities up to date.

6/14/2019 1:52 PM

254

The golf course is one of the few rec activities for seniors and kids. It needs to be retained and
improved. Luscher Farm isn't even in City limits but we sure seem to pour a lot of money into that
could be used elsewhere.

6/14/2019 1:21 PM

255

If the luscher farms will include upgrades to the dog park then please!!! Also I didn’t see lake
oswego comm rowing listed but they are a valued asset to the community and hope some of the
funds would go there. It’s a life-changing organization. Thanks!

6/14/2019 1:20 PM

256

Tennis center needs to have a viewing area / larger reception area.

6/14/2019 1:13 PM

257

It is ludicrous that this community does not have a decent city owned pool for community use. The
pool currently available is disgusting, broken down and depressing. Other pools in the community
are just too expensive. I currently drive to the SW Community Center in Portland to swim. It also
occurs to me that West Linn also does not have a community swim center. Could this be a joint
project to share the cost?

6/14/2019 12:47 PM

258

Would like to support LOCR with community space. Has been great for our kids to participate in
youth rowing

6/14/2019 12:11 PM

259

I don't know

6/14/2019 12:05 PM

260

I noticed the LO rowing center was not on the list of projects. The center is a wonderful facility
used by all ages and from the looks of it, in need of some deferred maintenance.

6/14/2019 12:00 PM

261

I value natural areas, and access to natural areas more than buildings

6/14/2019 11:21 AM

262

Improvement of Fields is needed

6/14/2019 11:08 AM

263

Na

6/14/2019 11:00 AM

264

Please fund the LO Community Rowing Facilities. Potentially add a showers, changing room and
lockers where the public toilets are now.

6/14/2019 10:56 AM

265

Fiscal responsibility is key, but remember that parks aren't income properties and the golf course
should be seen as a park...a really great park.

6/14/2019 10:36 AM

266

Turfed field space is the largest parks need for the community. Needed for baseball lacrosse
soccer etc

6/14/2019 10:20 AM

267

LOCR crew club could really use remodeling and space opening up.

6/14/2019 9:49 AM
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268

Through several surveys, a plan was developed to improve tennis facility. This took several hours
and commitment from users of the tennis center. This plan included a viewing area, a meeting
room and improved parking. I don’t see these anywhere on the detail description of tennis center. It
is very important to include these improvements for the users of the tennis center. I feel that we
are now being ignored and all of our time spent on this project is now wasted. PLEASE, INCLUDE
THESE IMPROVEMENTS.

6/14/2019 9:31 AM

269

We need the pool! It is a resource that all members of our community will use. It’s a project that is
long overdue.

6/14/2019 9:12 AM

270

A New Tennis Center VIEWING AREA for 20-30 players/spectators is crucial... More parking is
Crucial. Patrons are on the steps, in Parking lot behind curtains on a REGULAR basis throughout
the Sept - May Season!!!! Cars are in the street blocking entrances... Not safe if fire truck comes.
VIEWING AREA AND More Parking a much higher priority than new office space, another
bathroom for employees ... Please get priorities RIGHT!

6/14/2019 8:03 AM

271

Please think long term, and balance the projects that serve the entire community best, particularly
looking at age and ability range.

6/14/2019 6:42 AM

272

Build pool and recreation center near kruseway which is convenient and safe during winter and
bad weather conditions

6/14/2019 1:28 AM

273

Fencing off the playgrounds would be great. Children tend to chase other kids, balls etc directly
into the street because of inadequate fencing

6/14/2019 12:01 AM

274

The LOSD pool was never developed to be a public facility and access to a pool and recreation
has increasingly become pay to play in this town - OLCC, Stafford Hills, Mountain Park HOA. This
City needs a public pool, staffed and operated even (and especially) on public holidays when
families gather to recreate. Consideration and priority should be given to a pool given the 1990
Parks Bond which promised and never delivered on an aquatics facility.

6/13/2019 10:32 PM

275

Lake Oswego (and SW Portland for that matter) does not have a Par 72 golf course where the
public is welcome. The Lake Oswego Public course is nice, but it is a Par-3 course and does not
provide a full course experience. I believe it should be expanded to become a full par 72 18-hole
course where the public is welcome. It would be well attended and self sustaining. Thank you.

6/13/2019 10:01 PM

276

We finally need a community pool that is large enough for our sports teams and for recreational
use

6/13/2019 9:33 PM

277

The LOCR Boathouse could use some assistance. The group maintains a good facility, but could
use inspections on the stability of the boathouse to the anchors. A new launching dock. Theses
kids work hard and are applying and attaining scholarships to colleges. This programs is an
integral party of the community

6/13/2019 8:36 PM

278

We need to maintain existing facilities and replace failing ones before adding new ones. While I
am not a big supporter of the Adult community center, I have no basis to judge.

6/13/2019 8:25 PM

279

We do not need a big recreation center. Especially one locate at Muni golf course on already
overly congested Stafford Rd!

6/13/2019 8:02 PM

280

The only logical solution to the pool is to build it in partnership with the school district at Lakeridge
Junior High.

6/13/2019 8:01 PM

281

We need a real community center! This random use of other groups buildings is ridiculous and not
sustainable

6/13/2019 7:50 PM

282

no pool, no rec center or parks and rec space at the golf course.

6/13/2019 6:27 PM

283

Do not sell the golf course for residential development.

6/13/2019 5:30 PM

284

Would not like to see Parks and Rec establish a new building on golf course grounds.

6/13/2019 4:48 PM

285

Become a leader in the community and team up with West Linn to create a community center
including a pool that would benefit citizens both physically and financially for having people come
to their communities

6/13/2019 4:47 PM

286

n/a

6/13/2019 4:46 PM

287

The par 3 golf course is hugely important for both ends of the age spectrum - young and old.

6/13/2019 4:41 PM

288

I just took my kids to the Southwest Community Center to go swimming. It would he nice if LO had
something like that for swimming, recreation and classes year round.

6/13/2019 4:28 PM
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There are many important things although location matters. For example, I've talked to several
people who think a facility for Parks and Rec. should be a priority to house classes, gym, etc. but
everyone I talk to agrees that the public golf course is not a central location and wouldn't want it
there. It's practically West Linn. Too bad the city no longer owns the West End Building since that
would have been a great location that is easy to access and more in a direction people go by.

6/13/2019 4:14 PM

290

I want the Council to purchase the 1107 Yates property adjacent to Hallinan Woods.

6/13/2019 3:47 PM

291

Please make the golf course into a regulation golf course.

6/13/2019 3:40 PM

292

The tennis center desperately needs financial investment. It is very well utilized by residents of all
ages, and lacks sufficient areas to watch matches, eat/mingle, and courts.

6/13/2019 3:38 PM

293

None Good Job so far...

6/13/2019 3:33 PM

294

LO seems to be losing a lot of trees with all the new development. It would be great to preserve as
many mature trees as possible in new city projects, whether that be development of structures or
new nature areas. More greenery, less pavement please.

6/13/2019 3:32 PM

295

Our youth sports leagues need more field space in order to continue to grow. Athletic participation
is shown to increase performance in the classroom, and leads to a greater sense of community.
Lake Oswego has no particular industry or economy, the entire community is built upon superior
schools/education and property values. Without good schools and after school programs, the
community will fail.

6/13/2019 3:30 PM

296

More active/physical things for teens. Get them OFF those screens. Same for tweens.

6/13/2019 3:25 PM

297

The crown jewel of LO is the Lake and there aren't even safe sidewalks around it. Lakeview to Iron
Mt. has blind curves and no walkway...

6/13/2019 3:18 PM

298

It is time to build a pool. Our current one is falling apart. This should be the first priority. Our
community needs a 50m pool.

6/13/2019 3:09 PM

299

MORE TURF FIELDS FOR FIELD SPORTS! I coach in LO and this is a hug problem - we dont
have enough

6/13/2019 3:03 PM

300

Paths and sidewalks are needed so badly for pedestrians/runners on Southshore Blvd and
Lakeview Blvd (and throughout the city). I live on Southshore/ Lakeveview and have seen people
almost get hit by cars. There are a lot of runners/walkers in our community and this is a popular
area- but more safety measures or some type of barrier is needed to separate people on foot vs
vehicles.

6/13/2019 3:00 PM

301

na

6/13/2019 2:58 PM

302

This community is so wonderful and we are blessed to live here! Thank you for seeking our
opinions. One area of improvement for us is that we are lagging behind our neighboring
communities with regard to athletic fields (turf specifically). West Linn and Wilsonville are good
examples. Multi purpose turf fields are important both for youth and adult recreation because of
the rain.

6/13/2019 2:56 PM

303

I think a warm water pool would be a great improvement and asset to all members of the
community

6/13/2019 2:50 PM

304

The rowing program is one of the few programs that actually has a boathouse ON the river. It’s
rare and it’s a draw to the program. Updates and expansion would be amazing to improve the
program and make it more competitive!

6/13/2019 2:35 PM
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305

Lake Oswego Community Rowing (LOCR) is a Parks & Rec user group that includes
approximately 150 rowers plus their families. LOCR values its relationship with LO Parks & Rec,
and the Charlie S. Brown Water Sports Center (WSC) is a wonderful facility. However, the
experience of LOCR's youth rowers is limited by the current dock space. In addition, LOCR has
had a major impact with the loss of Palisades as a facility for winter indoor training. For the WSC,
a very small investment would greatly improve the youth rowers' experience and enable the facility
to support 200 rowers or more. Currently the facility needs approximately $100,000 in deferred
maintenance. In addition, another $50,000 would be more than sufficient to add additional dock
space on the north/downriver side of the facility. This additional dock space would allow the rowers
to get on and off the water faster during practice, making the overall practice experience much
better and opening the sport to more youth rowers. For winter indoor training, LOCR would like to
work with Parks & Rec to be part of a shared use facility. Winter indoor training typically requires
about 2000 square feet of space, in the mornings and after school, for a few months per year. This
would allow the rowers to exercise and train during the months when the river is cold and unsafe typically November through February or March.

6/13/2019 2:35 PM

306

Money should be spent on the things that will serve a broad spectrum of our community and
accessibiltiy for all levels of ability should be addressed.

6/13/2019 2:31 PM

307

Please, Please build a swimming pool. Bond money was allocated for this 30 years ago and we
are still waiting. It is negligent to have a community surrounded by water and have no place for
children to learn to swim. This is a safety issue as well as a life skill. Also, many seniors would love
to exercise during the day when it is not used by swim teams or children.

6/13/2019 2:26 PM

308

Please take traffic into consideration more when planning construction. Main roads are being
shrinked down to minimal space, causing havoc on evening commutes (e.g., Lower Boones Fairy,
Country Club Ave., etc.).

6/13/2019 2:20 PM

309

Please don't throw away our most important asset land for development. Once it's gone you can
never have it back.

6/13/2019 2:19 PM

310

We need open areas like luscher farm fields and tryon cove where we can take our dogs and let
them run off leash. Please keep this in mind when you are planing . thanks

6/13/2019 2:17 PM

311

Parking should be adequate for activity. Any fees should be reasonable and not prohibitive.

6/13/2019 2:06 PM

312

Please keep the 18 hole golf course. Please do not have the Parks and Recreation offices move
there and expand there. I am sure there are other places that will be cheaper to move to—possibly
the maintenance building, city hall, luscher farms etc. The parks and recreation office employees
do not have to have a nice view! Also, there has been some talk of selling off part of the golf
course to housing developers.—Please do not do that! Our 18 hole municipal golf course is
wonderful for our kids and the rest of the community. Please retain it and support it!

6/13/2019 1:36 PM

313

More things that are oriented for kids. We have plenty of parks. Plenty of walking trails. There are
pools. Theres a lake and river access. A skatepark is something that brings incredible joy to kids
who are passionate about action sports and is a safe place for those kids to practice and rally
together. It feels like LO does not support people interested in those things but other neighboring
communities do. There is not much in our town for high schoolers and middle schoolers to do that
is not "programmed."

6/13/2019 1:20 PM

314

There is a need to have a master plan that addresses the fact that there are exisiting properties
that are in need of defffered maintanace - updating them should not be takein into action unless a
througt out plan that is ADA and user friendly and budgeted properly is in place. The concept of a
community pool and leisure pool and combining the various age groups that benefit from each type
of improvement. Pools are expensive to build and maintain, but not having them is expensive
terms of value.

6/13/2019 1:19 PM

315

Sidewalks for walkers especially those areas such as Goodall Rd which connect to kids walking
routes to school and extremely unsafe. Kids should NOT be walking on roads where people are
speeding. And we should be encouraging kids to walk to school! Also a sidewalk for walkers down
country Club Rd.

6/13/2019 12:01 PM

316

We need to continue to build LO for the future and the youth and not continue to build for
retirement. But if done right a community center (pool, gym, courts, etc) serves both.

6/13/2019 11:30 AM

317

Archery Range - very under served activity that many youths are interested in do to current movies
and TV shows. Closest range is in Forest Park in PDX! When I go there I bring extra bows as kids
show-up wanting to learn.

6/13/2019 11:22 AM
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318

Every community I have lived in had a modern, well-run public pool and tennis facility. I love our
trails and outdoor adventure here in OR but we need to expand the pool and tennis for the long
winter months where the trails aren’t as used due to weather. Studies show that people who swim
and play tennis in their latter years live longer. Let’s keep the proof alive!!

6/13/2019 11:16 AM

319

PLEASE help with the athletic fields, gym space. We are so under-served in our community. The
pool is also a great idea - hopefully something can be worked out with the school district. Luscher
is also such a wonderful part of our community.

6/13/2019 11:11 AM

320

Priorities were determined by: fix/repair current assets, possible revenue stream enhancements,
and plan for the future. Low priority: catering to wealthy interests.

6/13/2019 10:49 AM

321

Nothing else at this time

6/13/2019 10:32 AM

322

LOSD should build the pool as they promised, only contribute if there is a “real” need!

6/13/2019 9:48 AM

323

Please fix the tennis center. It is a embarrassment to our area.

6/13/2019 9:02 AM

324

Make LO look nice!

6/13/2019 8:46 AM

325

I would prioritize acquisition and preservation of open spaces and natural areas.

6/13/2019 8:45 AM

326

I support activities that maintain and expand green spaces

6/13/2019 8:44 AM

327

The tennis center is the only Lake Oswego Park that adds money to the city. A better facility would
provide additional income.

6/13/2019 8:42 AM

328

The tennis center really needs some attention. The staff is great and the courts are great, but the
tennis players have been dragged through process after process, been to meetings, written letters,
taken surveys, and NOTHING has ever happened. In addition to the tennis center projects listed,
we need a viewing area. We have inadequate space, inadequate bathrooms, no place for city
league lunches, no place for people to sit. Please do this right in one try. My understanding is that
the tennis center is paid for by the users. We have done our part and it is time for the city to do
their part!

6/13/2019 8:19 AM

329

My hope to relocate to LO prompted this interest. Raised children in Col. R. Gorge Scenic
Protected Area; worked on GorgeTrust Land Conservation Steering Com. 1994/95; sole woman
on first Board once 501C3 status granted. The Dalles/Wasco Co. Library Nd. Learned Story Lady
skills from LO Childrens' Librarian in 1970s. ..excellent lady. 2006 Harvard Grad. Sch. of Design
Summer Career Discovery Program in Urban Planning. Water is Earth's great treasure, after air
quality, which is in tandem with wetland, aquifer, ground quality and traffic patterns. Crucial to plan
for its sustenance, as climate instability grows a more obvious concern. Sincere Thanks for this
milestone bond election. Kathryn Cogswell *541·370·4430

6/13/2019 7:50 AM

330

Bike trails, green-scaping, conservation and sustainability should be our priorities!

6/13/2019 7:13 AM

331

I think it’s important to look at the number of perusing these facilities... and also the income they
pride for the city to maintain them.

6/13/2019 6:22 AM

332

Tennis center needs more courts. It's near impossible to book courts except super late at night.
Would also love to see outdoor courts around the city resurfaced.

6/13/2019 5:33 AM

333

I would like to see additional natural areas prioritized over facilities that require a lot of
maintenance.

6/13/2019 4:51 AM

334

The Tennis Center is self-sufficient and improvements have been discussed for a decade. It is time
to act.

6/13/2019 12:09 AM

335

Top priority should be a multi purpose 50 meter pool and warm red pool. Everything else in the list
currently exists and may need updating but any new funds should Go towards a community pool
first

6/12/2019 11:39 PM

336

My personal priority is preserving as much open space as possible. Also, will Parks and Rec ever
have a permanent home?

6/12/2019 11:21 PM

337

Studies, meetings and drawings were done for the tennis center. Please follow through and
implement. Thank you

6/12/2019 10:57 PM

338

lake oswego

6/12/2019 10:05 PM

339

We need a park/playground in John's Woods. We should be able to launch our stand up
paddleboards from the Lake Grove swim park, or we should have a John's Woods easement.

6/12/2019 9:42 PM
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340

Country club road needs improved sidewalks/bikeways to connect downtown to Boones ferry
improvements. Also with two schools with limited parking on country club it only makes sense to
make them safely accessible for bikers and pedestrians

6/12/2019 9:31 PM

341

I think more water access for people who don't have access to the lake (pool or tryon cove as
mentioned above) are important

6/12/2019 9:21 PM

342

Please consider building a community pool and rec center. A good reference is upper Arlington,
Ohio. They have really built a strong community around libraries, public space and outdoor pools.

6/12/2019 9:12 PM

343

We are swimmers/tennis players/golfers:) So any improvements to these areas would be
welcomed!

6/12/2019 8:59 PM

344

I hope to see a variety of projects funded. I worry that building a dedicated rec center will take up
too large of a portion of these funds. If possible if funds could help develop spaces that are already
in town (similar to the teen center). I recognize it isn’t ideal to have it split in different locations, but
there are so many spaces around town that sit empty so much of the time.

6/12/2019 8:33 PM

345

Please work with LOSD on the pool.

6/12/2019 8:30 PM

346

More opportunities to get around town by walking or bike on trails or paths out of the traffic.
Preserving natural areas to allow native wildlife to survive.

6/12/2019 8:18 PM

347

The tennis center serves hundreds of people of every age. It needs a viewing room!!!! Please
make updating the tennis center a priority!

6/12/2019 8:16 PM

348

It would help to know the relative costs of the proposed projects.

6/12/2019 8:00 PM

349

NA

6/12/2019 7:57 PM

350

Activities for kids—parks, sports, trails, pool. West Linn has better park and sport field facilities for
kids than LO.

6/12/2019 7:51 PM

351

Public spaces could still be more accessible. Parks with more wheelchair friendly equipment for
disabled children and paved pathways, more disabled parking.

6/12/2019 7:38 PM

352

Please focus first on things that we already have or had that need replacing and/or upgrading
(such as community pool, tennis center, existing park facilities, etc.) before starting on brand new
projects which duplicate what we already have plenty of (such as park spaces and public lands).
Otherwise you are furthering the existing facilities’ decay and causing further increase in costs to
address those needs later, (similar to the hole created with deferred maintenance on the LO
schools!) The state of some of our current facilities (pool, tennis center) is truly embarrassing for a
city like Lake Oswego. These facilities are popular and in-demand, as well. We have plenty of
wonderful park space for a city our size, but the state of our pool and tennis center are absolutely
not up to par with those in other parts of the metro area. Also, although those with
jobs/families/summer travel plans may find it harder to attend the meetings. We hope that you do
not allow those attending to disproportionately sway decisions about priority and usage. All need to
be heard, but some may not be able to voice those needs as forcefully as those attending the inperson forums. Thank you!

6/12/2019 7:35 PM

353

It only makes sense to develop Tryon cove area if you can fix the access in stampher and 43 A
community center would be fantastic!

6/12/2019 7:31 PM

354

Lake Oswego needs to put money into the Lake Grove area. Working on building Lake Oswego
and Lake Grove into one community.

6/12/2019 7:24 PM

355

A new swimming pool is a BAD idea. An update to the tennis center is WAY overdue. Enhancing a
money-making facility makes sense. LO does not have a good track record with turf fields. It
seems like LOHS gets new turf about every other year while other park facilities that are used by
MANY more people are very neglected.

6/12/2019 7:24 PM

356

We have visited most of the parks, and we hike trails in them or in other locations in the Portland
area. During this past year, I have used the Tennis Center most every week. And, I would love to
have a public swimming pool available.

6/12/2019 7:14 PM

357

Recreational facilities ( pool, golf course, tennis courts, open spaces) should be the priority to
maintain LO’s appeal to families and residents of all ages.

6/12/2019 7:12 PM

358

.

6/12/2019 6:38 PM

359

Even little Oregon towns have skateparks. LO needs one at least.

6/12/2019 6:36 PM
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360

I think we need to look at projects which will serve the greatest number of residents and avoid
turning open, natural spaces into parks (like on Iron Mtn) so that we continue to support the wildlife
among us.

6/12/2019 6:34 PM

361

My understanding is the tennis center improvement would/could be funded by moneys the center
generates.

6/12/2019 6:30 PM

362

Pool, pool, pool

6/12/2019 6:29 PM

363

Na

6/12/2019 6:29 PM

364

Lake Oswego

6/12/2019 6:22 PM

365

I strongly encourage the city to work in coordination with the school district to build a community
pool. There is a great need, and it would be a wonderful asset to the city.

6/12/2019 6:22 PM

366

Indoor community center with a pool would be great plus tennis, like Tualatin Hills in Beaverton.
It’s so important for families to have somewhere to go.

6/12/2019 6:16 PM

367

Upgrade the tennis center. It makes money!

6/12/2019 6:14 PM

368

Remember you represent the the tax payers and people who live in Lake Oswego, not developers
or businesses that live outside. Thank you

6/12/2019 6:02 PM

369

Create natural spaces within neighborhoods, not just in places you have to drive to.

6/12/2019 5:51 PM

370

Supporting the limited horse community in our area should be on the priority list. It makes us so
special

6/12/2019 5:37 PM

371

Basketball courts would be a great addition to many of our parks. Please spread the love around
the city, not just to the rapidly gentrifying districts with all the new money. The new money should
subsidize the rest of us.

6/12/2019 5:33 PM

372

It would be better to reduce long term bond expenditures and drive to sustainable funding of
existing projects. Financing with debt against a long term future in this area isn't as important as
dealing with other core infrastructure and law enforcement issues. The subset of the population
that uses the parks does not need to have high expense assets with ongoing operating costs built
into the long term costs of being a resident of the city. Example a recreational swimming pool or
recreation center will serve a small subset of the population as the scale will never accomidate the
desired need as well as ongoing operating costs.

6/12/2019 5:03 PM

373

We really need a recreation center in Lake Oswego to support our community, especially families.

6/12/2019 3:34 PM

374

There aren't enough family facilities, gyms, tennis courts, pools in Lake O. Surrounding areas are
doing much better.

6/12/2019 3:34 PM

375

I support preserving and expanding any & all natural areas for the future. All of the other projects
can happen later. You can’t reclaim natural areas once they are developed.

6/12/2019 3:20 PM

376

It is absurd that a city of this size and stature does not have a public pool. Not everyone wants
to/can spend money on a $250 gym membership. All kids - especially those who live in a town
with a giant lake in the middle of it - need an accessible place for swim lessons. Getting your child
into swim lessons in this area is very difficult - the private ones fill up quickly and are quite a drive.
Plus, this would benefit seniors and everyone in-between health and fitness-wise. We need a pool
NOW. It is also embarrassing that we don't have a proper community/rec center - that our parks
and rec dept has to bounce around in ramshackle buildings. We also need things like that
bike/skate area for kids who don't play soccer - let's not forget those kids please!

6/12/2019 3:17 PM

377

Changing tables in all parks. It’s insane to me that popular parks like George Roger’s don’t provide
a safe place to change a child. Parks in LO are used so frequently by families of all socioeconomic
backgrounds, I am happy to support this program and hope to see my child grow up here using all
that is available.

6/12/2019 3:07 PM

378

Please prioritize creating safe and spaces for walking, biking, and recreation for children
skateboarding etc. Lake Oswego claims to be committed to healthy lifestyles, but it is increasingly
dangerous to walk/jog around downtown lake Oswego due to unsafe drivers and lack of respect for
pedestrians

6/12/2019 2:46 PM

379

My highest priority is public land aquisition and trail development for recreational use.

6/12/2019 2:45 PM

380

With the school board putting money towards a pool it would be an absolute shame to not add city
dollars towards that as well and make it a combined effort! Make it attractive to the neighboring
communities and it can be a revenue stream, too

6/12/2019 2:29 PM
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381

I may not live in LO but I live on property bordering Luscher Farm on Rosemont. We have a vested
interest as well.

6/12/2019 2:27 PM

382

A swimming center built in conjunction with the school district is the most pressing recreation issue
we have. The current facilities are falling apart. This has been a long neglected area. It is time for
the city to step up and partner with LOSD.

6/12/2019 2:15 PM

383

Please gear activities for adult age group 55 an above. It is crucial that these adults maintain their
brain and muscle functions. So please gear for activities, classes, fitness classes, gym etc that are
free or subsidized as many are on fixed income. Most developments appear to be mainly for kids,
youth and middle age group who comes from financially comfortable background. There are any of
us who do not have the luxury of gym membership or pay for classes! Do not forget this group of
active citizens!!

6/12/2019 1:59 PM

384

We need more sidewalks for everyone to be more active and safe in the community. The street I
live on has sidewalks and people get in their cars and drive just to use them to go for a walk. I
don't live in this area but West Lake is such a desirable neighborhood to live and I believe the
sidewalks and infrastructure really help kids get around and adults stay active. Sidewalks are good
for all ages. I rarely ride my bike in Lake Oswego because either our sidewalks aren't
maintenanced or there are not bike paths to feel safe to ride.

6/12/2019 1:56 PM

385

I would like to see Luscher Farm kept as natural as possible. No non-paved bikes trails please.

6/12/2019 1:50 PM

386

Lake Oswego

6/12/2019 1:50 PM

387

I am a dog owner and very interested in more dog walking areas. I have a community farm plot up
at the Farm. I am a senior and would love to see a warm pool!

6/12/2019 1:47 PM

388

Please consider connecting George Rogers Park with the boat house for crew

6/12/2019 1:42 PM

389

We desperately need a community swimming pool

6/12/2019 1:37 PM

390

LO has no community center for youth, this needs to change, parents and kids deserve a center.

6/12/2019 1:34 PM

391

Our community needs a developed recreation space for classes and activities and swimming. For
such an amazing community our lack of public pools and lack of indoor space for activities is really
poor. I voted for this bond to try to make those spaces a reality.

6/12/2019 1:32 PM

392

Walkability important

6/12/2019 1:31 PM

393

More open off leash dog areas

6/12/2019 1:26 PM

394

Luscher farm should be used for more activities

6/12/2019 12:28 PM

395

I am a newer resident of Lake Oswego (though a Portland native), moving here to offer my young
children the best schools and a well-supported community. My focus is on creating parks and
recreation opportunities that will enhance my childrens' upbringing.

6/12/2019 12:23 PM

396

Pool!

6/12/2019 11:10 AM

397

Please ensure we purchase/ preserve greenspaces such as Hallinan Woods

6/12/2019 11:09 AM

398

Please provide a community pool! It is unbelievable that a community like this one does not have
access to a real recreational pool. The elitist one on E in First Addition (don't get me started), the
high school (not appropriate for kids), Mountain Park (not accessible to everyone), the lake (dirty,
not a pool) or Portland. This should be the #1 priority for Parks and Rec.

6/12/2019 10:24 AM

399

Land acquisition is top priority because once the land has been used for other purposes it is
unlikely to ever be available again.

6/12/2019 9:30 AM

400

Greenspace and outdoor trails and activities are paramount.

6/12/2019 8:35 AM

401

We should ensure we take care of our expand existing resources that have multi purposes.
Luscher Farm is my first priority for that reason.

6/12/2019 8:28 AM
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Q8 Please enter your contact information if you'd like to stay in the loop
regarding the Lake Oswego Parks Bond investments.
Answered: 340

Skipped: 369

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Name

95.59%

Company

0.00%

Address

91.18%

Address 2

4.41%

City/Town

93.82%

319

State/Province

93.82%

319

ZIP/Postal Code

93.53%

318

Country

80.88%

275

Email Address

94.41%

321

Phone Number

72.06%

245
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Library Pop‐Up Comment Cards:
Comment #1:
1) Please keep the rural look of Luscher Farm – improvements are good, but preserve the views!
2) The rec center/pool/golf course should be a combo project and Tennis Center (but keep the rural
look of the Stafford area).
Comment #2:
If rec center is built, it should not be at [the] golf course
LO Farmers’ Market Comment Cards:
Comment #1:
Project to be consider[ed]: Lake Oswego Community Rowing. Please consider to invest on the
maintenance of rowing boathouse. Rowing classes program is a great asset to our community. It
promotes teamwork among the kids. Kids can take advantage of learning a new sport. At LOH all the
sports are focus[ed] on competition, which does not promote learning. Please help us keep the
boathouse safe and ready for our kids. Thanks.
Comment #2:
I would like to support investments on the boathouse of the LOCR. The program itself is fantastic (our
kids love), but more importantly there is a big issue of security; the docking needs maintenance and the
foundation of the floating house is deteriorated.
Comment #3:
Please fund the City Golf Course; not all can play at the Country Club and the muni course is fantastic.
Tom Mueller is a great pro and leader. Every city has a muni‐course (mostly).
Comment #4:
I’d like to voice support for spending money on the LOCR (Lake Oswego Community Rowing) boathouse.
It’s in need of repairs and could certainly use the money.
Comment #5:
LO needs splash pads in areas that are safe for children, Freepons, Waluga Parks, etc. My friends and I
talk all the time about West Linn’s superior park facilities. It would be great if LO could implement some
of these as well.
Comment #6:
George Rogers tennis courts changed to pickle board. We need tennis as well as pickle board in the local
area.
Comment #7:
Friends, please remember and allocate funds for maintenance. New projects and older ones must be
kept up.

Comment #8:
The best possible thing the city could do with funds is rip out the hedges along the Lakewood Bay path
and restore to ground cover and low level grasses to share our lake, many agree.
Comment #9:
Please don’t waste any money on chemical herbicides and pesticides in the parks and open spaces.
There are better sustainable alternatives.

Transcription of Comment Cards from 6/20/19 Lake Oswego Parks Bond Forum
All the comments we received in writing from the forum are transcribed below.
*** Note that some residents who wrote comment cards included contact information. That
information will be available to the Lake Oswego Parks staff but not included in this public
archive.
Tennis Center
Tennis Center: Children under 5-yrs-old are not allowed in the facility. I had to sit in my car with
my 2-yr-old while my 5-yr-old played inside. No other sport and I not allowed or able to view
my child play with a younger one. Center is in need of a viewing center!!! Also, when was this
facility last updated?
I have played tennis at the LO Tennis Center for 25 years. Our TC is very profitable. We have
gotten nothing for years. Our TC compared to other city TC’s is a joke and we live in LAKE
OSWEGO!! Our entertaining area is a JOKE!!! We at least need a viewing area above with a
kitchen! And better office and restroom facilities. We really need more courts but that won’t
happen unless we get a major new facility. It’s time we get a new remodel! PS Our Tennis
Center has mold. My eyes and nose run constantly inside.
We have been to so many meetings over the years/decades! Discussing tennis court remodels.
Why do we keep needing to lobby for tennis? We have only 4 courts, 2 toilets, No lobby. Why?
Tennis is a year-round sport. Ages 3 – 90! TENNIS PLEASE. The facilities are antiquated. We
need more courts, we need a viewing area. We need a lobby for hosting other teams. We need
restrooms.
We need more tennis courts. Changing rooms, showers, bathrooms, viewing area…what we
have now is a shame for tennis in Lake Oswego.
A new/larger tennis center is direly needed. The $1M renovation would be great, useful and
much appreciated but won’t meet the need for more courts. I have lived here for 32 years –
we’ve been trying to get more courts since I arrived. VERY SAD.
The tennis center MAKES MONEY!! $1M is NOT enough for improvements/requirements
needed at tennis center.
Tennis Center is an embarrassment! PLEASE finally address the need for upgrade.
Tennis Center Only $1m – are you kidding? The facility is grossly inadequate for the usage. This
isn’t a want, it’s a NEED. No viewing is available for players or parents or spectators and these
people are present every day. They are looking through holes in the curtains. We (tennis
players) have come to meetings for 25-30 years. The tennis facility could accommodate many

more kids, adults – tournaments – summer clinics – etc etc if the facility were larger or
improved or became part of the Rec complex.
Honestly, the tennis center needs to be rebuilt. It doesn’t have the needed courts, viewing area,
meeting room, ADA access, enough parking, larger bathrooms. I would like you to consider
visiting other communities’ tennis facilities to see what is actually needed. My suggestion is to
put the tennis center and pool in the new recreation center. Take the Tennis Center and create
pickleball courts. Build a new 6-8 court tennis center with meeting room between view players.
We know the tennis people are passionate. But there aren’t many of them and they have to fit
in. There are private clubs to join – unlike the lack of options for other projects.
Would love more tennis courts; new indoor center.
Athletic Fields
(youth response) We feel like all athletic activities should be included because they build
athletes learn how to communicate with others, and how to work as a team. Those are all
important life skills.
Can fields be done for less? $7 M seems high
In conjunction with LOSD at LRJH, the addition of a rec pool as it is planned will push out 3
softball/baseball fields due to the massive pool/parking lot footprint proposed. We simply
CANNOT sacrifice any more athletic fields as field space is very minimal as it stands. Teams are
unable to practice/play using the limited fields that we do have. Please find a way to
accommodate both.
We love the Waluga Park Turf fields! If we’re losing 2 softball/baseball fields @ LRJH, we’d like
to add (or grow) the filed space available with the city. We could even host tournaments and
make $$$!!
The pool should not be placed at LRJH! We cannot afford to lose any more fields.
Is Parks working with school district on athletic field capacity? What happens to the golf course
if we don’t invest?
Our community lacks modern, turf athletic fields. This is a stark irony when you compare fields
to other community amenities (Arts, water front, nature, floral). Neighboring communities are
well ahead (Sandy, Portland Parks, Tualatin, Tigard).
Golf Course
I consider the public golf course to be a city treasure. Under no circumstances would I agree to
taking out 9 holes.

City needs to keep the full 18-hole golf course, with improvements, especially improving driving
range, which generates REVENUE.

Recreation Center
Sell the existing ACC – include in new rec center. Multi-generational rec center.
If you don’t know what’s included in the Rec Center, where did the $17M come from?
Rec center would give families a place to go and get the kids off video games and bring
community together. Skate park would give skaters an outlet. Tennis center is out of sight/out
of mind and needs help! Pool. Pool. Pool! Don’t forget parking and not too expensive.
New Community Center for classes – exercise classes, etc. PLEASE put it in a central location,
NOT at the Golf Course! We don’t really need a dedicated community center – just put classes
where everyone can get to them. Not in a remote location.
Spend the $$ on multiple projects to satisfy multiple interest groups. Rec Center has too many
unknowns.
Multipurpose rec center would be great BUT wouldn’t there be cost savings by including ACC,
Tennis Courts , etc? Sell the ACC property?
Combine Rec Center facilities with ACC – older citizens need to be around youngsters & include
ping pong at ACC
Rec Center – if you could put programs in the rec center this might become a quality gathering
location – tennis, swimming pool, teen lounge, etc.
If we build a rec center, who decides access?
Incorporate ACC with the Rec Center. No bike skills park at Luscher!
Rec Center – large ticket item. Unsure what all is included. Can we include the tennis center,
swimming, ACC and skate park in one place?
Rec Center should include Walk-In Times
Rec Center - What model in other communities is working? Programming should include
facilities that draw families (pool, courts – tennis, racquet, pickle, basketball, volleyball) to
encourage multigenerational activity. We understand the admin consolidation win, but are
concerned about viability of profitability.

Want to remind you to pay attention to the very specific geography of LO. The lake will always
be an obstacle for people to move. Perhaps one rec center may be an issue. Perhaps distribute
the center to two locations (one on each side of the lake).
At rec center, with there be fitness/workout facility beyond classes?
HQ for P&R MUST be located centrally!! Make it central!
Lake Oswego Community Rowing
Lake Oswego Community Rowing – Replace worn deck that has been deferred due to lack of
funds; Add dock on north side of ramp to increase use for rowers and and other water
enthusiasts. Ensure space for LOCR @ new center for indoor rowing to serve 150+ rowers
(youth & adults)
The maintenance of the boat house on the river is a question of security and is VERY SMALL in
comparison to other projects.
We would like to see funding for LOCR. We would like to see repairs and improvement to the
boathouse as well as a permanent place for the erg/weight room which is important to yearround training.
We would like funding for LOCR, specifically to repair and maintain our boathouse, etc. as well
as a spot for our indoor facility. After we were relocated from Palisades we have had to lease a
building, which is very expensive.
LO Community Rowing – we need a dedicated space for our winter program. We lost our space
when Palisades was closed; we have 100+ kids on the dock daily. We are limited by dock space;
the boathouse is badly in need of repair.
Please consider: Supporting $100k for deferred maintenance for LO Community Rowing
boathouse and dock repairs; SDC $ (approx.. $150k) to create an additional dock and access to
Willamette river adjacent to the existing LOCR boathouse; a dedicated room in the new
recreation center for indoor rowing for youth and adults through LOCR.
LOCR – replace work dock that has been deferred due to lack of funds; add dock on North side
of ramp to increase use for rowers and other water enthusiasts; ensure space for LOCR @ new
rec center for indoor rowing – over 150 rowers need to train during off-season.
LOCR – Parks & Rec, which is responsible for funding our boathouse maintenance, has
historically deferred funding to other clubs, programs, etc. We request that P&R allocate
approximately $100k to refurbish the boathouse and keep it afloat; we request that approx.
$50k of SDC $ be allocated to LOCR’s dock expansion projects soas to attract interest, generate
revenue, and increase our support of an all-inclusive activity!; please consider allotting on room
of Palisades elementary school facility to LOCR in order to provide a suitably sized indoor

rowing facility for youth and competitive teams Thank you very much for your consideration
and feedback!!
LOCR - Fully fund maintenance at the water sports center. Rec Center – shared use for rowing
indoor training; expand dock space to increase capacity – could use SDC $$.
Pool
If there is a community pool, it should be affordable.
Community Pool needs to be affordable to use and attractive as a PUBLIC venue.
Stay out of the pool business. Let schools do this job; don’t spend one dollar on Bryant Woods.
It’s fine now and I live here – no more traffic; too much undeveloped land now; avoid skate
parks and AV bikes; Golf course is ok now!
Let schools deal with pools.
Pool! Pool! Pool!
Very pleased to hear about the school district & parks dept working together to evaluate the
pool. Location is a key factor.
Trails
Trails to link to Tualatin and improve trails for biking and walking; having trails to link to
Tualatin over Tualatin River opens to common shopping areas and leverages existing trails.

Additional comments that didn’t fall into one of the categories noted above or included
feedback on multiple projects
Prioritize open space acquisition, especially as infill development continues.
Some of these projects could done in phases or could be cut back in scope to allow more
projects to be accomplished. For example: fewer athletic fields, fewer land purchases, less done
at this time at Luscher.
The ACC didn’t make our group’s priority list but it is very important.
Spread the $$ around to all citizens. Cut the huge amounts listed. Rec Center in phases;
acquisition – Hallinan Woods; fields – 2 new; senior center – remodel; Tryon Cove; Luscher
Transportation redo.
We can keep making/building bigger and better things, but let’s get what we have great! Ie
tennis, ACC, golf, etc.

Costs for pickleball – courts are very low. Cost/Benefit is good
Wish list: #1 Rec Center, #2 Enough Parking, #3 Dedicated Pickleball courts – rain friendly with
cover
Would like to see MAPS showing where various facilities would be. Need more $$ for Tennis!
Fix what we have: Tennis center, Rowing facility, Golf Course, Adult Community Center
Follow adopted Master Plans in siting various facilities.
Can any of these initiatives be combined? Example: skate park be combined with athletic fields?
Could golf course be 9 holes? This would allow some of the land there to be used for some of
the other initiatives.
$6M for the ACC? What does this include? Original plan was $500k. Why now $6M? Athletic
fields - $7M?? Too much! Golf course driving range should be improved. It generates $$ good
maintenance proceeds need to be used. $17M for a Rec Center? This is excessive. What does it
include? Is selling land to pay for golf and parks center off the table? Public land must not be
sold!
Use METRO bond $$ for natural areas.
I absolutely DO NOT want the new park & re department at Luscher Farms. I read in LO Review
that Ivan Anderholm wants Parks & Rec Center @ Luscher! This is the worst location! BAD
IDEAS! Too many cars for agriculture. Too much pollution.
The Parks & Rec dept should start budgeting for park structure replacements
Concerned that Luscher Farm may not score higher due to low public awareness of this great
diverse community asset.
One suggestion to try to keep some of the infrastructure (couldn’t decipher writing ???) so in
the future toxic/??? Does not become an issue.
Rec Center is too much $$. Golf is not enough $$. Support athletic fields. Need $2M for tennis
center. $5m to go to the bathroom is too much. Athletic fields (more baseball/softball fields!!)
High priority is to put $6M toward implementing the approved Luscher Farm Master Plan. It is
an incredible property and resource with more potential for urban ag expansion, trails,
recreation and natural resources enhancement and restoration. Thank you.

Lake Oswego Parks Bond
Community Forum
WELCOME!

Goals of this meeting:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Overview of possible bond-funded projects
Additional possible funding opportunities
Q&A
Interactive Exercise & Report Back
Discussion
Next Steps
Adjourn

Project 1: Adult Community Center Remodel
Remodel the interior two floors of the ACC to provide better access and circulation for users,
improve programming space, relocate front desk functions, and improve office layout and function.

Project Cost:
$ 3 Million

Project 2: Bryant Woods/Canal Acres/River Run 1&2
Implement Master Plan improvements including trails, observation deck, wetland enhancement,
parking, interpretive displays and signage.

Project Cost:
$3 Million

Project 3: Luscher Farm Master Plan Implementation
Implement the approved Lusher Area Master Plan including urban farming expansion, trails, active
and passive recreation, and natural area enhancement.

Project Cost:
$ 6 Million

Project 4: Trails Development
Plan and construct hard and soft surface pedestrian and bike paths and trailhead facilities
throughout the community in parks, adjacent to existing roads, and as separated pathways.

Project Cost:
$ 2 Million

Project 5: Recreation Center
Plan and develop an indoor community recreation space, including classrooms, arts and crafts
rooms, meeting rooms, office space, community gathering space, teen lounge / activity space,
restrooms, gymnasium, and fitness space.

Project Cost:
$ 17 Million

Project 6: Skate Park/Bike Skills Park
Plan and develop skate park / bike skills park to include amenities for all skill levels including pump
tracks, skate walls, skills areas and jumps.

Project Cost:
$ 1 Million

Project 7: Tennis Center
Remodel the existing tennis center to provide ADA accessibility, improve entry, provide front desk
space, develop new restroom facilities, and provide office space. Improvements also include
player meeting room and increased court visibility.

Project Cost:
$ 1 Million

Project 8: Tryon Cove Park
Plan and implement a Master Plan for a community park at Tryon Cove. Development includes
parking, restroom facility, natural area enhancements, picnicking, and river access.

Project Cost:
$ 3 Million

Project 9: Athletic Fields
Plan and develop multi-purpose sports fields with artificial turf to serve adult and youth sport
leagues.

Project Cost:
$ 7 Million

Project 10: Land Acquisition/Natural Areas and
Parks
Acquire property for future natural area development and park development.

Project Cost:
$ 6 Million

Project 11: Municipal Golf Course
Revise and implement a golf course Master Plan to improve the driving range, fairways, irrigation
and drainage.

Project Cost:
$ 3 Million

Project 12: Park Structures Replacement
Replace park structures that are outdated and not functioning well, such as restroom facilities and
picnic shelters.

Project Cost:
$ 5 Million

Project 13: Recreational Swimming Pool
Develop a warm water community swimming pool for leisure and recreational swimming.

Project Cost:
$ 3 Million

Additional Funding Opportunities
System Development Charges: $4.5 Million

SDC money can fund projects that increase capacity within a site or system. For Lake Oswego
parks, this could include the following types of projects:

Neighborhood Parks
•
•
•
•

Land Acquisition
Multi-Purpose Sports Fields
Specialized Indoor Recreation Facilities
Sports and Fitness Indoor Recreation Facilities
This funding will help leverage the monies already in-hand from the May 2019 Bond

Additional Funding Opportunities
Fall 2019 Metro Bond: $2 Million
Eligible types of investments based on the Metro Bond language:
• Natural areas or park land acquisition
• Fish and wildlife habitat restoration, habitat connectivity enhancements
• Maintaining or developing public access facilities at public parks and natural
areas
• Design and construction of local or regional trails
• Enhanced or new learning/ environmental educational facilities

QUESTIONS?

LO Parks Bond Interactive Exercise
Please place the pieces of paper representing the projects you would most like the Lake Oswego Parks Bond
to fund below the blue line. Note that each piece of paper is sized differently depending on how much
money the project it represents will cost. For example, a $5 million project will be represented by a piece of
paper 5 inches tall, and a $1 million project will be represented by a piece of paper 1 inch tall.

Rules:
•

Discuss your priorities as a group and make decisions jointly with your table mates

•

You cannot have any pieces of paper overlapping

•

You can only fit pieces of paper within the space under the blue line below, and the pieces of
paper cannot extend off the edges of this poster board

•

You can mix and match projects as you like, so long as all of the pieces of paper fit below the
blue line and do not overlap

•

Work together with your team, be respectful of one another, and have fun!

LO Parks Bond Interactive Exercise

Share Back Results
and
Discussion

Top line results from Pop-up event #1
Library - Wednesday, June 12th 12:30 pm – 5:30 pm
Total # of participants: 125
Top 5 priorities:
1. Swimming Pool
2. Trails Development
3. Land Acquisition/Natural Areas & Parks
4. Adult Community Center
5. Recreation Center

Top line results from Pop-up event #2
Farmer’s Market - Saturday, June 15th 8:30 am – 1:30 pm
Total # of participants: 423
Top 5 priorities:
1. Swimming Pool

2. Trails Development
3. Land Acquisition/Natural Areas & Parks
4. Tryon Cove Park

5. Recreation Center

Top line results from Online Survey
(still live!)
Results as of yesterday (6/19) @ 5 pm
Total # of participants: 439
Top 5 priorities:
1. Swimming Pool
2. Athletic Fields
3. Recreation Center
4. Trails Development
5. Land Acquisition/Natural Areas & Parks

Top line
results from
Online
Survey

Word Cloud
from 288
Responses

LO Parks Bond Community Forum
Next Steps:
• There is still time to take the online survey! Find it on the LO Parks
and Rec Website until tomorrow night at 11:59 pm
• 7/16 - Parks board to make recommendations to City Council

Final Questions?

Thank you!

